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1 Introduction: Cluster Research
Oh, this is elementary, my dear fellow!  This well-known saying of a ctitious

criminologist, considering logical conclusions to be simple and obvious, reects the
objective of any physicist studying nature. One of many roads to reach this state of
understanding is the ongoing search for "elementary" particles. On the way down
to the smallest one passes the range of nanoscopic systems, the atomic clusters. Too
small to be adequately characterized by concepts of solid state physics, but yet too
large to t into models describing single atoms, clusters ll the gap between both
research areas. Accordingly, their physical properties are dominated by the number
of their constituents, being referred to as the cluster size.
The interatomic bonding determines their properties, too, thus having clusters being
categorized accordingly. However, this classication varies from author to author.
There is consent that "metal clusters" (e.g. Au, Cu, Al) and "ionic clusters" (NaCl,
MgO, KF) are hold together by the respective bond types [RECK95, HABE95,
JOHN02, REIN04, ALON05]. In addition, clusters made of e.g. carbon, silicon and
germanium may be referred to as "covalent clusters" [RECK95, HABE95, REIN04],
"semiconductor clusters" [JOHN02], or "network clusters" [ALON05]. Clusters
made of water molecules exhibit hydrogen-bonds and are sometimes considered as an
own class of "H-bond-clusters" [RECK95, HABE95]. Finally, rare-gas atoms form
clusters due to weak induced dipole forces ("van-der-Waals clusters" or "rare-gas
clusters"). Sharing the same bonding type, "molecular clusters" are either considered as an own class [RECK95, JOHN02], or are classed with the "van-der-Waals
clusters" [REIN04, ALON05]. Despite this categorization, clusters might exhibit
dierent properties than indicated by the bulk behavior of their atoms, e.g. for
some metal clusters a transition from metallic to insulator-like behavior is observed
with decreasing cluster size [ISSE05].
Beyond academic interest, atomic clusters entered a wide eld of applications. Clusters made of coinage metals are responsible for stained glass windows used in architecture for centuries, while e.g. silver clusters played an important role in analog
photography [FAYE86, LEIS96, KELL03]. Today, carbon clusters are in use as reference masses for precision mass spectrometry of heavy nuclides [BLAU03, CHAU07,
KETE10] and help to understand growing processes of carbon(-hydrogen) structures
in astro-chemistry [SAVI05]. Clusters serve as model systems for catalytic reactions
[BOND02, DOPF03, HEIZ04, JENA06, ZHAI10], support the research of biological
processes on the molecular level [STAR11, ARIG12] and are of interest in the physics
of the earths atmosphere [JETZ04, GOKE10]. Deposited on surfaces clusters can
self-organize, allowing for nano-engineering [CARU01, BART07]. Finally, clusters
are considered as building blocks for new materials [EBER02, CAST09, CLAR09,
SCHU11].
1
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For their investigation, clusters are either deposited on a surface [HEIZ04, MEIW07,
YOUN08, KULK10, POPO11], dissolved in a liquid or liquid crystal [DUPO10,
HEGM07], embedded in helium droplets [TIGG07], or dealt with as free systems
in the gas phase [CAST86, KAPP88]. Depending on their environment, clusters
may also occur positively or negatively charged. In particular, cluster ions in the
gas phase can be manipulated by means of electric and magnetic elds, e.g. being
steered as ion beams [MART86, SCOL88, REIS94, PAUL00] or stored in ion traps
[GHOS95, MAJO04, BRED09] as discussed in the present thesis. Properties of clusters are extracted from processes like ionization, electron de- and attachment, charge
transfer, and fragmentation, mostly in response to photo-, collisional or chemical activation. Detection and analysis of charged reaction products is obtained by several
techniques, e.g. by time-of-ight (ToF)[WILE55, MAMY73, WOLL93, MAMY01] or
Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR) mass spectrometry [COMI74,
MARS92, MARS98], ion mobility spectrometry [KANU08] or photoelectron spectroscopy (PES)[KRUI83, GANT88, NEUM01, WANG09, ROHM10].
The size-dependency of the cluster properties is mainly determined by their electronic and geometrical structure. According to their geometrical shapes, in particular for van-der-Waals clusters, shell-closing eects are observed for some cluster sizes,
giving rise to enhanced stability with respect to fragmentation [ECHT81]. Likewise,
closed electronic shells can stabilize metal clusters [KNIG84]. However, the number
of (valence) electrons is not only given by the number of atoms, i.e. the cluster size,
but also by the charge state, with attachment or removal of electrons changing the
cluster structure. This aects its properties, e.g. the geometrical shape, ionization
potential, polarizability, or dissociation energy, making the charge state of a cluster
a crucial parameter.
The cluster group in Greifswald investigates charged clusters stored in dierent
types of ion traps. The cluster species studied range from small metal clusters, to
carbon clusters (fullerenes), and to microdroplets. Ion storage tools include ion cyclotron resonance (ICR) traps [BROW86, GHOS95, MAJO04, WALS09, ROSE12],
radio-frequency (RF) traps [PAUL53, GHOS95, MAJO04, BAND11], electro-static
ion-beam traps [ZAJF97, ZAJF04, BRED09, WOLF12], and an electron beam ion
trap [MARR88, LEVI88, BEIE01].
The present work comprises recent modications of the ICR setup ClusterTrap
[BECK95, SCHW03], the manipulation of trapped clusters by electric RF-excitation
elds, and improvement of trapping techniques regarding production of multiply negatively charged clusters (poly-anionic clusters). The setup has been complemented
by a quadrupole ion deector, and a RF quadrupole trap, including rearrangement
of previous components (Article I). Ion storage has been investigated with respect
to the unintended removal of a cluster species from an ICR trap upon manipulation
of the same or another species. This removal has been ascribed to a particularity of
the applied RF-excitation eld (Article II). The method of poly-anion production
in an ICR trap has been further developed: The switching of the trapping voltage
during cluster-ion storage and repeated application of electron attachment extends
2

the range of accessible cluster sizes and charge states (Article III). This allowed the
production of penta-anionic aluminum clusters, which have been investigated with
respect to their appearance as a function of cluster size (Article IV).1

1 The references given are only a small selection out of available literature on cluster science.
For thesis articles I to IV see Chapter 7.
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2 Experimental Tool: Ion Traps
Charged particles can be manipulated by means of electric and magnetic elds,
both being of static or dynamic nature, and thus be brought into interaction with
other charged or neutral particles or with photons. In crossed-beam experiments
the interaction region is well dened, however reaction and observation times are
very short due to the relatively high velocities of the particles involved and thus the
short duration of the passage through the interaction region. In ion-storage rings,
the ion connement time after an interaction is increased, allowing the observation
of delayed reactions. However, ion connement yet requires high particle velocities,
i.e. respectively high kinetic energies of the ions.
In contrast, in an ion trap charged particles can be stored at relatively low kinetic
energies. Their motion is restricted to a small, well-dened volume in space, allowing
for long reaction and observation times. Localization is demonstrated by the ongoing
miniaturization of ion traps within the last years [STIC06]. Ion traps can be operated under vacuum conditions and at atmospheric pressure, and ions can be stored
in principle for arbitrarily long times, e.g. for weeks or month [GABR90, DEVO02].
However, in reality the storage duration is limited by experimental conditions, e.g.
by perturbation of ion trajectories or by loss of ionic charge, both due to collisions
with background gas. Ion loss may also be caused by trapping eld perturbations
due to trap-electrode imperfections or due to external elds.
Two basic trapping concepts can be distinguished. Either static electric and magnetic elds (e.g. ICR trap, electrostatic trap, Orbitrap, magnetic bottle) are used or
electro-dynamic elds (RF trap). Both concepts, and their combinations, allow for
a wide range of trap types. On the one hand they dier in their storage restrictions
with respect to the ions mass, charge sign and energy range. On the other hand
they vary with respect to their spatial construction, which aects access to the trap,
and size and mobility of experimental setups. For example, ICR traps have only
an upper mass limit, thus allowing simultaneous storage over a wide mass range,
e.g. from electrons up to large cluster ions, but only as long as all particles have
the same charge sign. In RF traps the range of simultaneously storable masses is
limited, however ions of positive and negative charge signs are trapped at the same
time. Both, an ICR trap and a RF quadrupole trap are involved in this work. They
are briey described in the following sections.
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2.1 The ClusterTrap experiment
The ClusterTrap [BECK95, SCHW95, SCHW99] is a setup developed for the production, storage, manipulation and mass-resolved detection of cluster ions. In the
original conguration (Fig. 2.1) cluster ions were produced in an external laserablation source [WEID91], transferred to and stored in an ICR trap, and there
manipulated by collisions with electrons, gas or by laser radiation. Ionic reaction
products were subsequently detected and analyzed in a ToF mass spectrometer.

Figure 2.1: Schematic of the ClusterTrap setup, with cluster ion source (left,
blue), Penning trap (middle, red) with ion manipulation equipment
(middle, green) and ToF mass-spectrometer (right, black). Figure
adapted from [HILD98, SCHW03].

The ClusterTrap setup has contributed for almost two decades to the research of
metal clusters, including production of poly-cationic and -anionic clusters [SCHW96,
KRÜC97, HERL03, WALS10], collision-induced dissociation [SCHW97, KRÜC97b],
photofragmentation [HILD98, VOGE01, VOGE03, SCHW03b] and chemical reactions [DIET96, DIET00]. A second research topic has been the investigation and
improvement of trapping techniques, including e.g. FT-ICR detection [SCHW90,
SCHW90b, BREI07], ion cooling [HASS94], trapping instabilities [SCHW95b], motion of trapped ions [HERL04], and elliptical trapping elds [BREI08]. Of course,
both research elds complement each other [SCHW05, WALS09].
The main tool for these investigations, the ICR trap, also called Penning trap,
is briey introduced at this point. Ion connement is realized by a homogeneous
static magnetic eld (B = 5 T), produced by a super-conducting magnet, and superimposed by a quadrupolar electro-static eld supplied by the trapping voltage
U0 , which is applied between a hyperbolically shaped ring and two endcap electrodes
[BROW86, SCHW03]. The superposition of both elds causes a cyclotron motion of
trapped ions at a reduced (angular) cyclotron frequency ω+ , whose center is moving
~ ×B
~ -drift at the (angular) magnetron frequency
around the trap axis due to an E
ω− , with

ωc
±
ω± =
2
6

s

ωc2 ωz2
−
4
2

and

ωz =

s

QU0
.
md20

(2.1)

2.2 The new ClusterTrap setup (Article I)
The "true" angular cyclotron frequency ωc = QB/m is given by the ion mass m
and charge Q, which also determine the ions oscillation perpendicular to the gyration plane at the axial trapping frequency ωz (Eq. 2.1). The geometry parameter
d20 = r02 /4 + z02 /2 is given by the smallest distances of the ring and endcap electrodes to the center of the trap, r0 and z0 , respectively [BROW86]. In the case√of
ClusterTrap the electrode geometry is asymptotically symmetric, i.e. z0 = r0 / 2,
with a corresponding axial trapping potential depth UT = U0 /2 [KNIG83]. The ring
electrode has an inner radius of r0 = 20 mm and is radially divided into 8 segments,
which are used for manipulation of the radial ion motion by means of radio-frequency
excitation elds, and for ion detection by FT-ICR mass spectrometry [SCHW90].
Manipulation of the ion motion is an important tool for ion preparation in the cluster experiments. But before this technique is described in more detail in Sect. 2.3,
the modication of the ClusterTrap, including the implementation of a linear RF
trap, is discussed in the next section.

2.2 The new ClusterTrap setup.................Article I
The ClusterTrap setup has been constantly improved and extended, however, only
on a minor scale, with respect to the local conditions and the eorts required to access and change interior parts. Thus, some weak points remained throughout time.
Only when the setup was disassembled and transferred to the new building of the
Institute of Physics, some major changes were introduced. A few previous shortcomings and resulting rearrangements are described below to illustrate the modications.
Two major additions to the setup are the implementation of a linear radio-frequency
quadrupole trap and of an electro-static quadrupole ion deector between the cluster
ion source and the ICR trap, including relocation of the cluster ion source from onaxis to now perpendicular to the main beamline of the experiment (Fig. 2.2). With
the quadrupole deector acting as a "crossing" for ions, further cluster sources and
ion detection devices can be added, improving the versatility of the setup. In particular, a detector has been installed upstream the beamline (at the former location
of the cluster source), relocating the time-of-ight section to the other side of the
superconducting magnet. Thus, access to the ICR trap has been separated according to functionality. Through one endcap electrode, cluster ions are transferred into
and extracted from the trap. Through the opposite endcap electrode the guidance
of e.g. electron or ion beams or of laser radiation into the trap is realized (Fig. 2.2).
Thus, a problem of the old setup, the interference between cluster ion transfer and
electron guidance into the Penning trap (Fig. 2.1), has been overcome.
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Figure 2.2: Modied ClusterTrap setup, including a quadrupole ion deector and
a radio-frequency trap. Figure adapted from Article I.

The linear RF quadrupole trap, a typical representative of dynamic traps, is
shortly introduced at this point. It is based on the RF quadrupole mass-lter,
where ions traverse parallel to four RF-electrodes with hyperbolic cross section
[GHOS95, MAJO04]. Between pairs of opposite RF-electrodes, an alternating potential dierence Φ0 (t) = Uac cos Ωt + Udc is applied (Fig. 2.3a, circular rods are
shown instead of hyperbolic electrodes). The corresponding alternating electric eld
limits the ion trajectories in the plane perpendicular to the rods direction, but there
is no axial ion connement. By use of further electrodes at each end of the rod
array, which produce an additional axial trapping eld, a linear RF trap is obtained
[GHOS95, MAJO04].

Figure 2.3: (a) Schematic of a quadrupole RF mass-lter, (b) corresponding a-q stability diagram.
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Ion trajectories in the radial plane are obtained by solving the Mathieu-equation for
both spatial coordinates, x and y , for which the trapping parameters

ax = −ay =

4Udc Q
·
r02 Ω2 m

and

qx = −qy = −

2Uac Q
·
r02 Ω2 m

(2.2)

are introduced. For a certain range of (a, q )-pairs, i.e. certain combinations of
trap values r0 , Udc , Uac , Ω and ion values m and Q, the solutions of the Mathieu
equation correspond to ion trajectories of limited amplitude. If the respective
(ax , qx )- and (ay , qy )-regions overlapp, ion storage in the radial plane is possible
[GHOS95, MAJO04]. In a "stability diagram" the overlapp of the respective (a, q )pairs is visualized (gray-shaded area in Fig. 2.3b). Note, that ion connement can
also be achieved in linear multipole RF traps, e.g. 22-pole traps, requiring a more
elaborate description [GERL92].
At ClusterTrap the linear RF quadrupolar trap continuously accumulates ion bunches,
which are provided by the pulsed laser ion source. Being equipped with a continuous buer gas inlet and a set of four additional electrodes, the RF trap cools and
bunches the ions in front of its exit endcap [ARND11]. Furthermore, where required
a preselection of particular cluster sizes can be realized in the RF trap, e.g. by means
of stored waveform inverse Fourier transform (SWIFT) excitation [MARS85]. Eventually, the ion bunch is extracted and transferred into the ICR trap for further
experiments. Thus, ion preparation steps are taken away from the ICR trap, and its
loading with a sucient amount of size-selected ions becomes more ecient. In addition, time consumption has been reduced, because the next ion bunch can already
be prepared in the RF trap, while the previous ion bunch is still under investigation
in the ICR trap.
Further major modications include the use of a potential lift at the relocated timeof-ight section, and replacement of the complete experimental control and data
acquisition system by a new, more sophisticated one [ZIEG12]. With the potential
lift, ion energies of several hundreds of electron volts can be used for time-of-ight
analysis, without the need to have all ion-optical elements of the respective section
on correspondingly high electric potentials.
The previous experiment control system was outdated and therefore had to be replaced. However, one of its special features, namely to perform a reference measurement alternating with the "experiment" measurement, was transferred into the
new system and extended to the use of more than two alternating cycles. In addition, the new control system introduces automated scanning of several parameters,
e.g. duration of experimental steps, frequency and amplitude of excitation elds, or
variation of the potentials applied to several electrodes [ZIEG12].
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2.3 Unintended ejection of cluster ions.....Article II
The main tool for cluster investigations at ClusterTrap is the ICR trap. Even though
its trapping principle is well known (Sect. 2.1), continuous eorts are made to further develop the techniques for manipulation of trapped ions. This includes the
excitation of the radial ion motion, which is briey introduced in this section.
The motional frequencies of ions in an ICR trap depend on their charge-over-mass
ratio Q/m (Sect. 2.1), allowing to selectively address ion species by application of
respective RF electric elds. The spatial conguration of the elds and the RF
frequency determine their eect on the motion of trapped ions [SCHW93], ranging
from ion centering up to ion removal from the trap. For practical use, ICR traps
typically feature a ring electrode that is radially divided into at least four segments.1
Thus, dierent electric eld congurations can be realized for the application of RF
elds (Fig. 2.4). The resulting electric elds are either one of three basic types
(parametric, dipolar and quadrupolar), or are combinations of those, all with correspondingly dierent eects on the ion motion.

Figure 2.4: Dierent schemes for radial excitation at a quarter-segmented ring
electrode: parametric (a), dipolar (b, c, e), quadrupolar (d), asymmetric dipolar (f) and asymmetric quadrupolar (g).

For parametric excitation, the eld-generating RF-signal is applied to the entire ring
electrode (i.e. no segmentation required, Fig. 2.4a), resulting in a variation of the
trapping potential U0 . It aects the axial ion motion, if applied at the axial parametric frequency 2ωz (also referred to as axial quadrupolar excitation). If applied
at the radial parametric frequency, ωp = ω+ − ω− , the radius of both, cyclotron and
magnetron motion, is increased (also referred to as radial monopolar excitation)
[SCHW93].
For dipolar excitation, two phases of the RF-signal, shifted by π , are applied to
halves of the ring, i.e. to pairs of adjacent quarter segments (Fig. 2.4e). Alternatively, they may be applied only to two opposite quarter segments (Fig. 2.4b and c),
1 In cases where Fourier-Transform ICR detection is used, the number of segments might be
increased, as it is the case if higher-order electric elds are to be applied [BREI07, ROSE12].
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with correspondingly increased RF-amplitude. Excitation at the frequencies ω+ or
ω− will increase the radius of the cyclotron or magnetron motion, respectively, until
the addressed ions are eventually removed from the trap by hitting the ring electrode [SCHW93]. The dipolar excitation is suitable for ion selection, often used in
combination with broad-band SWIFT excitation, where all trapped species within
specied cyclotron frequency ranges (respectively mass ranges) are simultaneously
removed [MARS85].
For quadrupolar excitation, the RF-signal and its π -shifted counterpart are applied
each to a pair of opposite quarter segments, respectively (Fig. 2.4d). Once more,
cyclotron and magnetron radius are increased, albeit for application of the doubled
frequencies, 2ω+ and 2ω− , respectively. Furthermore, application of the sum frequency, ω+ +ω− = ωc (Eq. 2.1) causes a periodic conversion of kinetic energy between
both motions [BOLL90, SCHW93]. In combination with buer-gas cooling, this excitation scheme is used for selective centering of ions in the trap [SAVA91, SCHW92].
A dipolar and a quadrupolar excitation eld can both also be realized in an "asymmetric" fashion, by application of a RF-signal to only one pair of adjacent or opposite segments, respectively, leaving the other segments without excitation signal
(Fig. 2.4f and g). However, in those cases the trapping potential at the trap center
is varied, as observed for parametric excitation. Thus, the asymmetric dipolar and
asymmetric quadrupolar excitation schemes include monopolar terms.
Such combination of two basic excitation elds realized by one excitation scheme
can be described and analyzed in a vector model. A vector represents an excitation
scheme, with the number of vector components being given by the number of ring
segments. The values of the vector components represent the relative RF-signal
strength applied to the respective segment. A positive or negative sign indicates
the phase of the RF-signal, being 0 or π , respectively (Fig. 2.4b). In the case of a
quarter-segmented ring, a set of base vectors can be given by those four excitation
schemes, which include all three basic excitation elds mentioned above (Fig. 2.4a
d). From decomposition of an arbitrary vector into this set of base vectors, a quick
analysis of the involved basic excitation elds can be obtained. For example, application of an RF-signal to only one of the quarter segments results in an excitation
scheme, which includes all three basic excitation modes.
In two specic settings, the eects of asymmetric quadrupolar excitation (Fig. 2.4g)
have been experimentally investigated at ClusterTrap. The cyclotron frequency ωc
is independent of the trapping voltage U0 . However, at a particular value of U0 it
coincides with twice the axial frequency 2ωz , which does depend on U0 (Eq. 2.1). In
this case (ωc = 2ωz ), a monopolar component contributes to the excitation, causing
a loss of ions, as shown for gold clusters, Au−
51 .
In another example, aluminum cluster anions, Al−
n (n ≈ 20 − 75) were stored at a
trapping voltage of U0 = 26 V. Upon centering of Al−
70 , a loss of the smaller clusters
−
Al−
and
Al
was
observed.
Again,
the
monopolar
contribution caused this loss,
29
63
−
when twice the axial frequency, 2ωz , of Al29 , and when the parametric frequency ωp
−
of Al−
63 happened to coincide with the cyclotron frequency ωc of Al70 .
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3 Clusters in Ion Traps:
Production of Poly-Anionic
Clusters
Poly-anionic clusters are not as well investigated as their positively charged counterparts. In contrast to poly-cations, which are relatively stable in the gas phase with
respect to their charge, poly-anions may decay by electron emission. Furthermore,
attachment of electrons for the production of poly-anions requires more sophisticated techniques than the production of poly-cations by photoionization[NÄHE92,
KÖLL99], electron-impact [VÖLP93, KRÜC97] or ion-impact ionization [CHAN95].

3.1 Electron-bath technique
Most cluster ion sources provide singly negatively charged clusters. In some cases
also di-anionic clusters can be produced [SCHA90, LIMB91, HETT91, WANG99,
STOE01, HAMP02]. However, production of higher poly-anionic species is unlikely,
due to the extreme conditions present in most cluster ion sources (heat, carrier
gas, electric elds). Therefore, specic methods for electron attachment had to be
developed.

Figure 3.1: Schematic of the electron-bath technique: (a) capture of cluster monoanions, (b) electron-impact ionization of argon gas inside the trap,
(c) withdrawal of argon cations and trapping of low-energy secondary
electrons and cluster mono-anions.

One of these methods is the "electron-bath technique" [HERL02, WALS10]. It
uses the wide mass range of ICR traps for simultaneous storage of cluster anions
13
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and electrons, and is realized in the following way: After capture of cluster monoanions (Fig. 3.1a), argon gas is pulsed into the trap volume and there ionized by an
electron beam, which is guided through the trap (Fig. 3.1b). While the resulting
argon cations leave the trap immediately, the low-energy secondary electrons remain
trapped, and may attach to the cluster anions (Fig. 3.1c), thus producing higher
charge states.

3.2 The modied electron-bath...............Article III
For the production of poly-anionic clusters, two basic requirements need to be fullled. On the one hand, the cluster needs to be big enough, to accommodate a
certain number of excess electrons. This issue is discussed in more detail in Chap. 4.
On the other hand, the trapped electrons need sucient energy to overcome the
Coulomb potentials of the already negatively charged clusters, in order to attach.
For a given trapping voltage U0 , the ICR trap has an upper limit of the massover-charge ratio m/Q for ion trapping. This "mass-limit" corresponds to an upper
limit of U0 , for trapping of an ion with a given mass-over-charge ratio. This upper
limit of U0 decreases with increasing ion mass, i.e. cluster size. In addition, it is
further lowered if space-charge eects have to be taken into account, as it is the
case during application of an electron bath. The production of higher charge states
requires bigger clusters, which in turn require lower trapping voltages U0 , because
the starting points for the electron bath are always mono-anionic clusters.
At the same time, the trapping potential denes an energy limit for trapped electrons. With such an energy limit, the electrons can only overcome Coulomb potentials of a certain height. But as the Coulomb potential increases with the number
of excess electrons already attached to the cluster, the negative charge state that
can be produced is limited, too. Evaluation of experimental data showed, that for
ecient production of poly-anions, the height of the Coulomb potential should not
exceed a fraction of the trapping potential. This behavior is understood by means
of the trapped-electron energy distribution, having only a few electrons with the
maximum possible energy. Furthermore, the cyclotron motion of the trapped electrons in the magnet eld of the ICR trap causes an energy loss due to synchrotron
radiation, decreasing the mean electron energy with time.
This means in conclusion, that (a) for a mono-anion of a given cluster size there
is a corresponding upper limit of the trapping voltage. And (b), this maximum
voltage limits the energy of co-trapped electrons and in this way also the anionic
charge state that can be produced by the electron-bath technique. For aluminum
cluster poly-anions produced at the ClusterTrap setup, this limit is encountered
when heading for the fth anionic charge state.
As shown in the present study, a way to circumvent this limit is the application of
two electron baths, with an intermediate increase of the trapping voltage. During
the rst electron bath, low charge states, e.g. doubly and triply charged clusters, are
14
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produced. They have a lower mass-over-charge ratio than the mono-anions, with a
correspondingly higher limit of the trapping voltage. Thus the trapping voltage can
be raised, and while the singly charged clusters are lost, the "pre-charged" clusters
remain trapped. They are then subjected to the second electron bath and brought
to higher charge states.
This modied electron-bath technique has been applied for the production of the
fth anionic charge state of aluminum clusters. The upper limit of the trapping
voltage for storage of the required cluster mono-anions in the size range of about
445 atoms (Sect. 4.1) interferes with the minimum trapping voltage required for
electrons to overcome the Coulomb potential of the respective tetra-anionic clusters. This minimum trapping voltage has been determined experimentally, and
found to be in good agreement with the trend indicated by previous measurements
for lower charge states. Furthermore, the dependency of the upper storage limit of
the trapping voltage on space charge eects can be utilized to estimate the electron
density of the electron bath [WALS09].
As indicated above, the size of a cluster is important for the production of higher
negative charge states. After penta-anionic aluminum clusters had been produced
by application of the modied electron bath, the dependency of their production on
the cluster size has been investigated and is addressed in the next chapter.
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4 Negatively Charged Clusters:
Investigation of Appearance
Sizes
The amount of electric charge that can be stored by a macroscopic capacitor is
limited by its geometrical dimensions. This limit is given by critical electric eld
strengths that develop upon charging and eventually cause a voltage breakdown.
Such a kind of size restriction also applies to the charging limit of atomic clusters
with respect to electron emission at a critical electric eld strength at the cluster
surface. Therefore, a minimum cluster size is required to carry a certain number of
excess electrons. This size limit is referred to as the appearance size, and depends
on element-specic properties. In this chapter, a simple approach to estimate the
appearance size of poly-anionic clusters is outlined. Furthermore, a new method for
evaluation of experimental data with respect to the appearance size is introduced
and applied to poly-anionic aluminum clusters.

4.1 Stability of poly-anionic clusters
For the determination of the appearance size, the stability of poly-anionic clusters
with respect to electron emission is considered. For this purpose, the poly-anionic
cluster with z excess electrons (Q = −ze) is assumed to be composed of a poly-anion
with z − 1 excess electrons (the "precursor" cluster, with respect to electron attachment) and another excess electron (Fig. 4.1a). The appearance size is estimated in
three steps, considering the electron anity, the Coulomb potential, and electron
tunneling.
In the conducting-sphere model [JACK98], the cluster is assumed to be spherically
shaped. Its radius R = Ra n1/3 is given by a sphere, whose volume equals the sum
of the volumina of its n atomic constituents. In a classical approach, the electron
anity of a cluster carrying z − 1 excess electrons, is given by [HERR78, PERD88,
SEID94]


EA = W − (z − 1) +



1
e2
,
2 4π0 R

(4.1)

with the bulk work function W . Equation (4.1) describes the general trend of the
electron anity. It neglects odd-even-size oscillations that are observed at small
clusters due to spin eects [EKAR84]. However, for the estimation of appearance
sizes, Eq. (4.1) is adequate, in particular for the larger cluster sizes involved at higher
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charge states.
There has been some discussion in literature about Eq. (4.1). First calculations
yielded a term of 5/8 (instead of 1/2) [SMIT65, WOOD81, STAV87, BREC95,
HALA03], which also better described experimental results with small clusters [WOOD81,
KAPP88, BREC89, BREC95]. Later these results were explained by quantummechanical eects, and the factor 1/2 is now widely accepted [HERR78, MAKO88,
PERD88, HEER90, SEID91, SEID94, MEIW94, ISSE05, SVAN10]. One of the microscopic eects is the electron density reaching beyond the cluster radius [SNID83].
It is taken into account by adding an electron spill-out δ to the cluster radius,
R = Ra n1/3 + δ . However, for consistent approach, δ = 0 is assumed for the moment.

Figure 4.1: (a) Schematic of electron attachment and detachment of Al4−
n and
5−
4−
Aln , respectively. (b) Electron anity of Aln as a function of the
cluster size n. (c) Normalized Coulomb potential VC as a function of
the electron distance from the cluster center. (d) Calculated lifetime
τ of Al5−
n with respect to electron detachment as a function of the
cluster size n. See text for details.

For very large clusters (R → ∞ in Eq. 4.1), the electron anity approaches the bulk
work function W . With decreasing cluster size the electron anity decreases as well
and becomes negative at some cluster size nEA (solid line in Fig. 4.1b). As only
clusters with a positive electron anity can stably bound another excess electron,
18
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nEA denes a lower size limit.
However, the size limit nEA is actually an overestimation of the appearance size,
because a poly-anionic cluster exhibits a Coulomb potential (Fig. 4.1c),
"

e2 z − 1
R3
VC (r) =
− 2 2
4π0
r
2r (r − R2 )

#

(4.2)

,

as given by the image-potential approach [JACK98]. For smaller clusters, for which
the electron anity is already negative (EA < 0), the Coulomb potential stabilizes another excess electron as long as the (negative) electron anity is below the
potential maximum, −EA ≤ VC,max . A corresponding size limit nV C is given by
−EA = VC,max (Fig. 4.1b).
Now again, the size limit nV C is underestimating the appearance size, because such
a "stabilized" anion is actually meta-stable with respect to electron tunneling (ET)
through the Coulomb potential (Fig. 4.1c). A corresponding lifetime estimation of

τ (n, z) =

2r1
,
P ·v

(4.3)
q

can be calculated from the classical electron velocity v = 2Ee /me , which leads
to the "knocking frequency" v/2r1 , and from the tunneling probability per try, e.g.
given by the Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) approximation,


2 Z r2 q
P = exp −
2me (VC (r) − Ee )dr
h̄ r1



,

(4.4)

with the electron mass me . The energy Ee of the electron denes the integration
limits r1 and r2 (Fig. 4c) as solutions of VC (r) = Ee . In recent publications, Ee is
set to Ee = −EA (Fig. 4.1c) [HERL03, WALS09b, WALS10].
For meta-stable clusters (nV C < n < nEA ), the lifetime increases by orders of magnitude as a function of the cluster size n (Fig. 4.1d). The smallest cluster size, for
which the poly-anion has a given lifetime τ , e.g. of the order of 1 s as in typical ion
storage experiments, again denes a lower size limit nET (Fig. 4.1d). Based on the
assumption that electron tunneling is the dominant decay channel for poly-anionic
clusters, the size limit nET is considered to be the appearance size.
In recent electron-bath experiments, di-, tri- and tetra-anions of aluminum clusters
were produced and observed to increase in abundance as a function of cluster size
[WALS07, WALS09b, WALS10]. In the case of the tri- and tetra-anions, the smallest
anions observed were below the calculated appearance sizes [WALS09b, WALS10].
For adaption of the calculations, electron anities of neutral clusters determined in
photoelectron spectroscopy experiments were considered, as well as a correction for
the electron spill-out [SNID83].
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4.2 Appearance size of poly-anionic clusters
........................................................Article IV
With the production of penta-anionic aluminum clusters (Sect. 3.2), the investigation of the appearance cluster size has been extended to the fth charge state. The
penta-anion abundance has been measured as a function of the cluster size in a range
around n = 445, which is the appearance size nET estimated from Eqs. (4.1 − 4.4,
without spill-out correction). Indeed, a signicant increase of the penta-anion abundance has been observed, covering about 100 cluster sizes. The smallest observed
penta-anion, Al5−
390 , is clearly below the estimated appearance size, continuing the
trend observed for tri- and tetra-anions [WALS09b, WALS10].
In previous investigations, for a given charge state the smallest poly-anion cluster size observed in experiments, nmin , was called the appearance size and compared
to the calculated value nET . In a new approach, the relative abundance of the measured poly-anions is considered for determination of the experimental value of the
appearance size, nexp .
Relative ion abundances A(n)/A0 are assumed to depend on the observation time
tobs and on the size-dependent lifetimes τ (n) of the poly-anionic clusters (Eq. 4.3), by
means of an exponential decay law, A(n)/A0 = e−tobs /τ (n) . As the poly-anion lifetime
is expected to increase as a function of the cluster size, also the relative abundance
does increase. In other words, smaller poly-anionic clusters appear in lower abundances, in agreement with the observations [WALS07, WALS09b, WALS10].
For the determination of the appearance size with regard to some certain lifetime,
the observation time in the experiment is accordingly chosen, e.g. tobs = 1 s
[WALS07, WALS09b, WALS10]. If the lifetime of the experimental appearancesize cluster fullls the condition τ (nexp ) = tobs , its relative abundance is expected
to be A(nexp )/A0 = 1/e. All cluster poly-anions that show smaller abundances do
have lifetimes τ < tobs . This is in particular valid for the smallest poly-anion cluster
size observed, if it appears in very low abundances [WALS07, WALS09b, WALS10].
The new evaluation method has been applied to the exerimental penta-anion results,
as well as to the data of the previously measured tri- and tetra-anionic aluminum
clusters [WALS09b, WALS10]. Additionally, the size-dependence of the dianion
abundance has been remeasured, as previously suggested [WALS10]. All poly-anion
4−
abundances observed (symbols in Fig. 4.2, for Al3−
n and Aln ) share a common
feature, namely a signicantly smaller increase as a function of cluster size than
predicted from the lifetime estimations (dotted lines). Furthermore, the onset of
the experimental abundance curves is found at smaller sizes than predicted. As
mentioned above, this shift has been dealt with before, by inclusion of the electron
spill-out δ (dashed lines in Fig. 4.2)[WALS10].
The observed lower increase of the poly-anion abundance indicates an overestimation of the lifetimes by the prediction. This might be explained by the fact, that the
calculations neglect any internal excitation of the clusters, assuming "cold" clusters.
But as the clusters are most probably at room temperature in the experiments, the
20
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corresponding thermal energy may increase the tunneling probabilities P (Eq. 4.4),
and thus decrease the poly-anion lifetimes τ (Eq. 4.3) with respect to electron loss.

Figure 4.2: Measured tri- and tetra-anion abundances of aluminum clusters (symbols), and model predictions (lines). Experimental data reproduced
from [WALS09b, WALS10]. See text for details.

In order to account for the thermal energy an alternative approach has now been
introduced based on thermionic electron emission. The Richardson-Dushman equation describes the current density,

J=



Φ
2πme (kB T )2
·
exp
−
h3
kB T



,

(4.5)

of electrons emitted from bulk [DUSH23]. Besides the temperature T , the current density is determined by the potential height Φ, which the electrons have to
overcome in order to escape. For bulk material the potential is given by the work
function, Φ = W . For the adaption of the Richardson-Dushman equation to polyanionic clusters, the work function is replaced by the energy dierence between the
maximum of the Coulomb potential and the electron anity, Φ = VC,max + EA
(i.e. for negative electron anities Φ < VC,max ). Including the surface area of a
spherically-shaped cluster, the current density is transformed into respective lifetimes for electron emission.
However, in contrast to classical thermionic emission, the electrons may be emitted
by tunneling through the Coulomb potential before they overcome it. This eect
is taken into account by reducing the potential height by a factor α, yielding an
"eective" potential height, Φ = α(VC,max + EA). This factor has been chosen to
reproduce the observed ion abundances (solid lines in Fig. 4.2). The same factor is
applied to all cluster sizes for a given poly-anionic charge state.
Obviously, the internal energy of clusters decreases their stability, thus increasing
the appearance size for a given charge state. Therefore, the cluster sizes with a
relative abundance of 1/e in the experimental data represent the appearance sizes
nexp of room-temperature poly-anionic aluminum clusters (1/e-levels of solid lines
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in Fig. 4.2). In contrast, the appearance sizes nET predicted from Eqs. (4.1 − 4.4),
which neglect any internal energy, refer to "cold" poly-anionic clusters (1/e-levels
of dashed lines in Fig. 4.2). In conclusion, the sizes nmin of the smallest observed
poly-anionic clusters of a given charge state turn out to be a better indicator for the
"cold" appearance sizes, than the room temperature appearance sizes.
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5.1 Summary
This thesis describes investigations of metal clusters stored in an ion-cyclotronresonance (ICR) trap, as well as corresponding trap research and development.
Charged clusters are produced and investigated in the experimental setup ClusterTrap, comprising a cluster-ion source, an ICR trap and a time-of-ight (ToF) mass
spectrometer.
In the framework of its move to the new building of the Institute of Physics, new
components have been added to the ClusterTrap setup. A radio-frequency ion trap
is now used for cluster ion preparation prior to the performance of cluster experiments in the ICR trap. A quadrupole ion deector allows an optimized usage of
the ICR trap, as well as simultaneous use of several ion sources and detectors. The
implementation of a potential lift at the ToF mass spectrometer enables a more
exible operation of the setup with ion energies up to several hundreds of electron
volts. The new components have been tested and characterized, and the experimental procedures have been adapted.
An important aspect of cluster investigations is the manipulation of trapped ions by
application of appropriate excitation elds. For the ICR trap, a vector representation model has been developed for quick analysis of radial excitation elds, applied
to the quarter-segmented ring electrode of an ICR trap. Its application has been
demonstrated for asymmetric radial quadrupolar excitation of stored cluster ions,
conrming the observation of unintended ion ejection from the trap.
Investigation of multiply negatively charged metal clusters at ClusterTrap has been
continued. By the "electron-bath" technique, i.e. simultaneous storage of cluster
mono-anions and electrons in the ICR trap, high charge states are produced up to
a limit which arises from restrictions for ion trapping. A modication of the electron bath, which bypasses this limit, has been introduced and demonstrated by the
rst-time production and detection of aluminum cluster anions carrying ve excess
electrons (penta-anions). Results of the penta-anion production as a function of the
trapping voltage relate to the Coulomb potentials of the cluster anions involved, in
agreement with previous ndings.
The observed poly-anionic clusters are meta-stable and their abundance as a function
of the cluster size is determined by their lifetimes. Observed poly-anion abundances
are described by a thermionic-emission approach, by means of the Richardson23
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Dushman formula. The height of the Coulomb potential in the formula is decreased
to match experimental data, thus accounting for electron tunneling.
Poly-anions are observed only above a minimum cluster size, the appearance size.
To determine this limit from experimental results, a new data evaluation method has
been introduced, which considers the poly-anion lifetimes and respective abundances
of a range of cluster sizes. As a result, the experimental appearance size is larger
than the smallest poly-anionic cluster observed, in contrast to previous approaches.

5.2 Outlook
The production and investigation of high-state poly-anionic clusters resulted in the
need to go to larger and larger clusters. However, the mass limit of the ICR trap
restricts the experimental possibilities. Obviously, the cluster mass increases with
the cluster size, i.e. the number of atoms. Note, that in addition it depends on the
choice of element the clusters are made of.
The mass limit has been circumvented for the production of Al5−
n , but for future
experiments further increased mass range for ion storage may be desirable. Given
by its B 2 -dependency, the mass limit of the ICR trap can be increased by use of
magnetic elds that are higher than the 5 T of the recent experiments. Indeed, in
the meantime, ClusterTrap has been equipped with a 12 T super-conducting magnet.
In a complementary approach, poly-anion production in radio-frequency traps is under investigation. Due to the dierent trapping principles in ICR and RF traps, new
methods for poly-anion production have to be developed, e.g. the use of a digital
ion trap [DING02, DING06, BAND12].
With these new ion trapping tools at hand, not only the production, but also the
stability of poly-anionic clusters will be investigated by means of collision-induced
and photoexcitation. In contrast to their positively charged congeners, poly-anionic
clusters may decay not only by fragmentation, but also by charge loss, i.e. emission
of electrons. Occurrence and dominance of either decay channel is determined by
the strengths of the atomic and the electron bounds, which again depend on the
cluster size and the charge state. Determination of respective threshold energies,
e.g. for electrons by means of photoelectron spectroscopy [WANG09], promises further inside into physical properties of clusters (electron anity respective ionization
potential, Coulomb barrier).
Of special interest for poly-anionic clusters is the investigation of correlated electron
emission. Although not directly observed yet, earlier laser experiments on dianionic
metal clusters indicate such a simultaneous emission of two electrons [HERL12]. In
those cases sequential electron emission has been excluded by verifying that respective mono-anions decay by fragmentation, rather than electron emission. However,
the products of double electron emission from a di-anion are neutral clusters, which
can not be stored in an ion trap, and thus not be detected at ClusterTrap. But for
higher-charged poly-anions, the products would remain charged, and thus correlated
electron emission might be conrmed more clearly.
24

For appropriate description of the experimental ndings regarding the appearance
size of a poly-anionic cluster, a model has to be applied, which combines quantummechanical electron tunneling with thermionic electron emission. Similarly, performance of the poly-anion experiments with dened internal cluster energies, e.g. by
use of temperature-controlled ion traps, may give insight in the combination of both
eects of thermionic emission and electron tunneling.
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Abstract. ClusterTrap has been designed to investigate properties of atomic clusters in the gas phase
with particular emphasis on the dependence on the cluster size and charge state. The combination of
cluster source, Penning trap and time-of-ﬂight mass spectrometry allows a variety of experimental schemes
including collision-induced dissociation, photo-dissociation, further ionization by electron impact, and
electron attachment. Due to the storage capability of the trap extended-delay reaction experiments can be
performed. Several recent modiﬁcations have resulted in an improved setup. In particular, an electrostatic
quadrupole deﬂector allows the coupling of several sources or detectors to the Penning trap. Furthermore, a
linear radio-frequency quadrupole trap has been added for accumulation and ion bunching and by switching
the potential of a drift tube the kinetic energy of the cluster ions can be adjusted on their way towards or
from the Penning trap. Recently, experiments on multiply negatively charged clusters have been resumed.

1 Introduction
The ClusterTrap experiment [1–4] has been designed and
built for the investigation of atomic (metal) clusters by
means of ion-storage techniques [5–7]. The evolution of
properties of clusters as a function of the cluster size
and the charge state has been investigated by numerous
groups [8–11]. In contrast to experiments using cluster ion
beams, conﬁnement of cluster ions in storage devices allows extended observation times and multiple-step operation at one location in space, including multiple preparation and reaction steps.
The ClusterTrap setup utilizes a Penning trap for cluster research. A superconducting magnet provides a 5-T
magnetic ﬁeld, which in combination with an electrostatic
ﬁeld conﬁnes ions to a deﬁned volume [5–7]. Cluster ions
are produced by an external source, transferred to and
captured in the Penning trap, and after storage and reaction steps are ejected and mass-analyzed by time-of-ﬂight
(ToF) mass spectrometry. While the mass resolving power
of this detection mode is low as compared to the alternative FT-ICR method, even very low ion intensities can still
be observed.
Recently, the ClusterTrap setup has been modiﬁed, in particular by implementation of an electrostatic quadrupole deﬂector [12–15] and a radio-frequency
quadrupole (RFQ) ion trap [16–19]. Both devices are versatile tools in cluster research, e.g. as ion guide and energy
ﬁlter [20–28] and as ion storage device [29,30], respectively.
Additionally, the experiment-control and data-acquisition
a
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system has been replaced. Details on the previous setup
have been described elsewhere [1,2,4,31]. In this contribution a general overview of the new setup and preliminary
results of recent measurements are presented.

2 Overview of the new setup
The new ClusterTrap setup is schematically shown in
Figure 1. Cluster ions are produced in a laser ablation
source [32]. In a linear RFQ trap the cluster-ion ensemble is prepared by accumulation, bunching and where required by size selection. A quadrupole deﬂector connects
the cluster ion source/RFQ, the Penning trap, detector 1
and a second ion source. Alternatively, the latter device
can be replaced by another ion detector, such as a Faraday
cup, a collector for the neutral clusters, or a second RFQ
trap for further ion preparation. In the Penning trap the
ions are stored for up to seconds and exposed to e.g. electrons, neutral gas atoms or laser radiation. The remaining
cluster and reaction-product ions are then extracted towards detector 1 and mass-analyzed by the ToF method.
Detectors 2 and 3 are mainly used for optimization of the
ion transfer.

3 Details of the new elements
3.1 Control of experimental sequence
and data acquisition
As the hardware of the old control system was outdated
and had to be replaced a modern experiment-control and
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Fig. 1. Overview of the modiﬁed ClusterTrap setup (right) and cross-sectional views of the quadrupole deﬂector and the linear
RFQ (left top and bottom, respectively).

data-acquisition system has been implemented. The new
system was developed within LabVIEW [33,34] and is
based on the CS Framework developed and maintained
by the experiment electronics department (EE) of the
GSI Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung GmbH
in Darmstadt, Germany [35]. As the new system is a further development of the old one which, however, has not
yet been described in detail, we include such a description. In short, the old control system, originally developed
for the ISOLTRAP [36,37] experiment at CERN/Geneva,
was running on a VME-bus with Motorola E6 CPU.
The software was developed with GNU C and executed
within the real-time operating system OS-9 from Eltec.
The graphical user interface (GUI) for the conﬁguration of the experimental parameters and visualisation
of the data (written in Borland C++) was outsourced
(connection via TCP/IP) to a PC with operating system Windows 3.11 [35]. For the data acquisition a transient recorder (model TR8818A, LeCroy) embedded in a
CAMAC-bus system was employed, i.e. a VME-CAMAC
interface was required. For the timing and device triggering three home-build time-pattern modules (“memory modules”) were used. Each of these was addressed
and programmed individually with an user-deﬁned timing
structure with a precision of four microseconds. One of the
modules was used for all preparation steps within a measurement cycle, in particular the accumulation of clusters
by repeated transfer of ion bunches from the source to
the Penning trap by use of the same memory-module loop
for several times. The other two modules were used for
the triggering of all subsequent experimental steps. These
two modules were running simultaneously and an additional switch controlled which module was actually connected to the hardware devices. Thus, it was possible to
alternately (and therefore quasi-simultaneously) execute
two diﬀerent cycles [1]. While in the “measurement cycle”
a certain parameter of interest was varied, the same parameter remained constant in the “reference cycle”. Thus,
changes in the ion signal over time due to causes diﬀerent

from the parameter varied for the particular experiments
could be monitored and compensated in the data evaluation. Typical cases for such applications are drifts of the
cluster ion source accompanied by changes in the cluster
production.
The new control system for ClusterTrap has been designed such that it includes and extends the functionality of the old system. Many impractical peculiarities of
both hardware and software due to the adaption from
the ISOLTRAP system have been removed. In particular,
commercially available hardware has replaced the obsolete home-built electronics components (e.g. the memory
modules). The most important extension is the implementation of automated scans of device parameters.
In the new system, the timing pattern of the experiment is controlled by a Field-Programmable-Gate-Array
(FPGA) card (model NI7811R, National Instruments)
which is programmed as a pulse-pattern generator [38].
Diﬀerent devices at the experiment like power supplies or
arbitrary function generators are now connected via USB,
GPIB, PCI and allow remote controlling of many experimental parameters.
The data acquisition is implemented in the
experiment-control system. The signal from the ion
detector is fed into a multi-channel scaler (model
MSA300, Becker & Hickl). For achievement of a high
signal-to-noise ratio, a cycle sequence is repeated several
times (iteration loop). The ToF spectrum of each cycle
is recorded and saved to a separate ﬁle. Thus, a later
shot-to-shot evaluation of the spectra is possible. (In
the old system, due to data-rate limitations the spectra
had to be accumulated in the CAMAC-based transient
recorder with no possibility to disentangle individual
measurement cycles during data evaluation.) If required,
additional multi-channel-scaler cards can be added, and
the signals from two or more detectors can be recorded
simultaneously.
By implementation of the RFQ trap and the
quadrupole deﬂector the original experimental cycle
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Event sequence of an experimental cycle;
“reaction steps” can mean a combination of several steps at the
Penning trap. For details see text.
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including preparation and reaction steps has now been
split into two independent, simultaneously running subcycles (Fig. 2). In the preparation subcycle cluster ions
are produced at a rate of, e.g., 10 Hz in the source and
several ion bunches are accumulated in the RFQ trap
(lines 1 and 2 in Fig. 2). The main trigger for this subcycle is provided by the laser system of the cluster source.
In the reaction subcycle the cluster ions are transferred
from the RFQ trap into the Penning trap, undergo reactions, and are analyzed by ToF mass spectrometry (lines 3
to 5 in Fig. 2). The reaction subcycle is triggered by the
experiment-control system at a typical rate of about one
per second.
The new experiment-control system allows an automatic scanning of experiment parameters, like voltages,
frequencies or the length of reaction or delay times. It can
be chosen between two diﬀerent modes: either for a given
scan value a preset number of iteration loops is executed
before stepping forward to the next scan value. Or the
whole scan range is executed with only one measurement
cycle at each scan value, but the scan is repeated several
times, as preset by the number of scan iterations.

3.2 Linear RFQ trap
The radio-frequency trap is of linear geometry, i.e. four
copper-rod electrodes with a length of 250 mm (for further
dimensions see Fig. 1) are oriented parallel to the clusterbeam axis. Between adjacent rods a radiofrequency potential of typically 400 V at a frequency of 0.5 MHz provides
a radial conﬁnement of ions (principle of the quadrupole
ion guide, i.e. the DC term is kept at 0 V). Axial conﬁnement of cations (or anions) is achieved by application
of a DC-potential to endcap electrodes at each end of the
trap, e.g. +25 V (or –25 V) with respect to the average
rod potentials (typically +100 V or –100 V). While this
restricts the trapping to ions with one charge sign at a
time, the same restriction already applies to the Penning
trap where the actual measurements are performed.
Each endcap has a bore of 8 mm in diameter for axial
entrance and exit of ions. For extraction the endcap potential is switched to –10 V (or +10 V) with respect to
the average rod potential. The ions pass the endcap and
are then further accelerated by the potential diﬀerence
between the endcap and an adjacent grounded transfer
electrode. The RFQ trap is mounted inside a CF-100 standard 6-way cross, with pumping barriers at the position of
the endcaps. Through a needle valve a continuous ﬂow of

0

5

10
15
20
number of capture events

25

Fig. 3. Cluster-ion counts at detector 1 after extraction from
the RFQ trap as a function of the number of capture events
(line to guide the eye).

argon provides a buﬀer-gas environment with a pressure
of the order of 10−4 mbar.
Accumulation of cluster ions is achieved by repeated
capture of clusters, i.e. pulsing down of the source-side
endcap potential. Once captured, the motion of the ions
is cooled by collisions with the buﬀer gas, such that during
the next opening of the entrance endcap the ions do not escape. Figure 3 shows the number of cluster ions extracted
from the RFQ trap and counted at detector 1 as function
of the number of capture events. For the speciﬁc parameters of this measurement up to about 10 ion bunches
can be accumulated before saturation sets in. Thus, typically 10 to 15 capture events are applied to load the RFQ
trap. At a bunch rate of 10/s from the source this is welladjusted to the typical storage of cluster-ion manipulation
and reaction at the Penning trap of about one second.
Between each pair of adjacent rods additional “plate
electrodes” [39] are mounted (see Fig. 1, left side, bottom)
to which a DC voltage UPE is applied. As the distance
of these electrodes from the trap axis is varied linearly
along the axial direction from 6 mm to 14 mm, a potential minimum is created at the exit endcap of the trap. In
Figure 4 the time-of-ﬂight spectra of an aluminum-cluster
bunch is shown for UPE = 0 V, 10 V and 90 V for extraction from the RFQ trap and deﬂection towards detector 1. While without bunching (UPE = 0 V) the ions’ time
of ﬂight is spread over more than 2 ms, the ion ensemble
becomes compressed for UPE > 0 with a pulse width of
tFWHM  55 μs for UPE = 90 V. For comparison, when
arriving at the entry endcap of the RFQ trap the cluster
distribution from the source has a spread of about 1.5 ms.
The frequencies of the secular (macro) motion depend
on the ions’ mass-over-charge ratio. Thus, particular ion
species can be addressed by application of dipolar excitation ﬁelds, causing an increase of the amplitude and
eventually the removal of these ions from the trap. For
selection of ions of a single cluster size all but one ion
species can be removed from the trap, simultaneously, by
application of the stored waveform inverse Fourier transform (SWIFT) excitation [40–42]. In 3-dimensional ion
traps, SWIFT dipolar excitation is preferably applied between the two endcap electrodes, causing excitation of
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Fig. 4. Intensity of the aluminum cluster anion signal (Al1−
n ,
n ≈ 50 to 200) observed at detector 1 as a function of time
after ejection from the RFQ trap for UPE = 0 V, 10 V and
90 V. The inset shows the ion counts as function of UPE .
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Fig. 5. Abundance spectrum of aluminum cluster anions. Top:
after accumulation in the RFQ trap, transfer to the Penning
trap, storage and ToF mass spectrometry by use of detector 1.
Bottom: as top but with Al−
36 selection by radial SWIFT excitation at the RFQ trap.

the axial ion motion [43,44]. In linear quadrupole ion
traps the radial ion motion can be addressed by applying a SWIFT dipolar excitation between two opposing
quadrupole rods [45,46]. At the present setup each phase
of the dipolar SWIFT excitation signal is applied to two
adjacent plate electrodes. As the strength of the radial excitation ﬁeld varies along the axial direction due to the triangularly shaped plate electrodes, the ions were bunched
before exposure to the excitation ﬁeld. As an example,
Figure 5 demonstrates the size selection of Al−
36 .
3.3 Quadrupole deflector
The “quadrupole deﬂector/energy ﬁlter” (Extrel CMS,
LLC) serves as a switch yard between diﬀerent devices
as the ions are transferred towards and from the Penning
trap. The quadrupole deﬂector consists mainly of four hyperbolically shaped deﬂector electrodes. Their outer edges
form a cube (for dimensions see Fig. 1 left, top). A potential diﬀerence UQP (quadrupole deﬂector voltage) applied
between the two pairs of opposing quadrupole electrodes
generates an electric ﬁeld which deﬂects passing ions [15].
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Fig. 6. Number of cluster cations as a function of the applied
quadrupole-deﬂector voltage. The ions are extracted from the
radio-frequency trap, being at a potential of +50 V (open circles) and +100 V (ﬁlled squares), respectively. The dotted lines
indicate the expected deﬂector voltages, UQP = 88.4 V and
176.8 V, respectively.

Each side of the cubic electrode array is screened by a
grounded electrode, supplied with an aperture for ions to
enter and exit the deﬂector.
For ion transfer from the cluster source or RFQ trap
in the Penning trap, the corresponding deﬂector voltage
is applied to the quadrupole electrodes thus deﬂecting the
ion beam by an angle of 90◦ . Similarly, the ions can be
guided into the opposite direction, i.e. towards detector 1.
For ToF mass spectrometry after storage in the Penning
trap, the ions are ejected and drift to detector 1 while UQP
is switched oﬀ to allow the ions to pass in a straight line.
When switched on, i.e. operated as a deﬂector, the
quadrupole acts as an energy ﬁlter. For a given deﬂector voltage only ions of charge Q with the corresponding kinetic energy Ekin are following the ideal trajectory,
independent of the ions’ masses. The relation between
the quadrupole deﬂector voltage and the kinetic energy
is given by [15],
UQP = 2



2r0
β0 D

2 

Ekin
Q



,

(1)

with D = 61.0 mm, 2r0 = 42.1 mm (Fig. 1) and β0 ∼
=
0.734 [15]. Figure 6 shows the signal of cluster ions ejected
from the RFQ trap and detected at detector 1 as a function of the deﬂector voltage UQP .
Note, that cluster ions that are extracted from the
RFQ trap have the same kinetic energy, independent of
their mass. Thus, all cluster sizes can be guided towards
the Penning trap without need to change ion-optical settings of the transfer section. This is an improvement with
respect to the original ClusterTrap setup (without RFQ
trap and quadrupole deﬂector), when cluster ions coming directly from the cluster source had to be captured
in the Penning trap. The clusters leave the source with
roughly the same velocity, namely that of the helium gas
ﬂow through the nozzle, and thus have diﬀerent kinetic
energies according to their cluster size [1]. This in turn
required adjustment of ion-optical parameters along the
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Fig. 7. (Color online) Number of cluster ions as a function
of the applied quadrupole voltage. The ions are extracted
from the cluster source and charge separated by the deﬂector.
Positively (red circles) and negatively (blue squares) charged
clusters are counted at detector 1 (ﬁlled symbols) and detector 2 (open symbols).

whole transfer section at the original setup, when changing the range of cluster sizes to be investigated.

3.4 Ion detection
The new ClusterTrap setup (Fig. 1) is provided with
three conversion-electrode single-ion-counting detectors
where the photo-multiplier tube of a Daly conﬁguration [47] has been replaced by a set of two MCPs
in Chevron-arrangement. Detector 1 is part of the
ToF-spectrometer for mass analysis of the content of the
Penning trap. Furthermore, it is used to detect and monitor ion bunches extracted from the RFQ trap. Detectors 2
and 3 are used mainly to optimize the ion transfer towards,
respectively through the Penning trap, by adjusting the
ion-optical elements. Additionally, when the RFQ is not
used as a trap but as an ion guide, detectors 1 and 2 can be
used simultaneously to characterize the cluster-ion source
by detection of the ions after charge-sign separation by the
quadrupole deﬂector. As an example, Figure 7 shows the
deﬂection of aluminum cluster ions, as a function of UQP .
As described above, clusters leaving the source have
diﬀerent kinetic energies according to their cluster size.
Larger clusters are transmitted at higher deﬂection voltages than smaller clusters. In principle this opens up the
possibility to analyse the cluster-size distribution of the
source (roughly Al50 to Al700 for Fig. 7). Furthermore, the
simultaneous detection of charge separated clusters leads
to a comparison of the production between positive and
negative clusters and, at the same time, of the detectioneﬃciencies of the two detectors.
The DC-oﬀset potential of the Penning trap is in general the same as that of the RFQ trap, typically 100 V. For
an improved transmission and resolving power of the ToF
spectrometer several hundreds of volts of acceleration potential are recommended. However, this would require either an increase of the DC oﬀset of the Penning trap prior
to ion extraction, or a ﬂoating of the complete drift tube of

b) t = tlift

+
+100 V
0V

-300 V
c) t > tlift

+
+100 V
0V

-300 V

Fig. 8. Principle of the potential lift, shown for positively
charged ions. (a) The ﬁrst drift tube is kept at a potential of
–300 V. At extraction ions are accelerated to a kinetic energy
of 400 eV. (b) At the time tlift the ﬁrst drift tube is switched
back to ground potential. (c) The ions keep their kinetic energy
when leaving the ﬁrst drift tube.

the ToF-spectrometry section. As both options are technically diﬃcult to realize, a “potential lift” has been implemented, instead. Ions are extracted from the Penning trap
into the ﬁrst drift tube of the ToF-section. This tube is
ﬂoated and thus accelerates the ions by a potential diﬀerence of typically 400 V (Fig. 8a). While the ions pass this
tube, its potential is switched back to ground by means of
fast high-voltage switches (model NIM-AMX500-3, CGC
Instruments) at the lift time tlift after ejection (Fig. 8b).
Thus, the ions keep their kinetic energy when leaving the
ﬁrst drift tube and continue through the grounded parts
of the ToF section towards detector 1 (Fig. 8c).
The lift time is a crucial parameter for an ion mass distribution to be ToF-analyzed. If tlift is chosen too short,
slow ions, i.e. with a high mass-over-charge ratio, have not
yet entered the ﬁrst drift tube and are thus not accelerated properly to reach the detector. On the other hand, if
tlift is chosen too long, fast ions, i.e. with a low mass-overcharge ratio, reach the end of the ﬁrst drift tube, when
the tube potential is not yet switched back to ground.
Thus, these ions, which are too fast, encounter an electric
ﬁeld due to the potential diﬀerence of 300 V between the
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Fig. 9. ToF spectrum by use of detector 1 of residual-gas ions
for (a) tlift = 100 µs and for (b) tlift = 150 µs. (c) Low-mass
cut-oﬀ times tlow (ﬁlled squares) and corresponding aluminum
cluster sizes Aln (open circles, for singly charged clusters) as a
function of the lift time tlift (lines to guide the eye). For details
see text.

tube and the adjacent grounded transfer electrode. The
ions are retarded, and more important, are deﬂected from
the ideal path and do not reach the detector at all. This
causes a cut-oﬀ of the ion signal at the time-of-ﬂight value
tlow in the ToF-spectra, as it can be observed in Figure 9b,
with tlow = 440 μs, for tlift = 150 μs. (For comparison, a
ToF spectrum with a properly chosen value tlift = 100 μs
is given in Fig. 9a.) Thus, for a given lift time only ions
with a limited range of mass-over-charge ratios can be
analyzed. For more extended ranges the spectrum can
be reconstructed from repeated measurements with corresponding switch times.
Figure 9c shows the low-mass cut-oﬀ times tlow which
appear in respective ToF spectra (ﬁlled squares) as experimentally determined from measurements with cluster and residual gas ions. The right-hand ordinate shows
the respective low-mass cut-oﬀ cluster sizes (open circles)
for singly-charged aluminum clusters. Calibration of the
mass-over-charge scale (i.e. cluster size over charge state)
is realized by means of ion-selective resonant radial dipolar excitation at the reduced cyclotron frequency in the
Penning trap. Single ion species are removed from the
trap prior to the ToF analysis, thus indicating the corresponding mass-over-charge ratio as a gap in the ions’
ToF distribution.
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Fig. 10. (a) ToF spectrum (recorded with detector 1) of aluminum cluster anions Aln , n = 400 to 500, as extracted from
the Penning trap. After application of an electron bath to Al1−
n
3−
4−
5−
the higher charged species Al2−
n , Aln , Aln and Aln are observed. The ion signal for tT oF < 600 µs is due to residualgas ions, which have been produced during application of the
electron bath. (b) The reference cycle shows a ToF spectrum
without clusters after application of the electron bath.

charged clusters. In a ﬁrst experiment aluminum cluster
mono-anions Al1−
n , with a size distribution of n = 400
to 500, have been stored in the Penning trap and exposed to two electron baths. As shown in Figure 10, alu3−
4−
minum cluster anions Al2−
n , Aln and Aln have been produced. In addition, aluminum cluster penta-anions Al5−
n
have been observed for the ﬁrst time. The diﬀerences in
abundance of the several charge states mainly depend on
the cluster size and have been observed before [51,52]. In
the ToF-spectrum di-, tri-, tetra- and penta-anions are
shown, but no mono-anions. The latter ones were removed
from the Penning trap during the penta-anion production
cycle, due to a variation of the electrostatic trapping potential between the two periods of electron-bath exposure.
This is required to match two contrary eﬀects. On the one
hand the trapping of ions with high mass-over-charge ratio (e.g. large, singly-charged clusters) requires low trapping potentials due to storage conditions for the Penning
trap [53]. On the other hand, attachment of additional
electrons to already negatively charged clusters requires a
high trapping potential [52,54]. Details of the penta-anion
production of size-selected aluminum clusters will be published elsewhere.

5 Summary
4 A first experiment with the new setup
Recently, experiments on the production of multiply negatively charged clusters [31,48–52] have been resumed. In
short, cluster mono-anions and electrons are stored simultaneously in the Penning trap (electron-bath technique
[48]), for attachment of electrons to the already negatively

Modiﬁcations of the ClusterTrap setup which facilitate
and extend its potential for investigation of stored clusters
have been presented. A new LabVIEW-based experimentcontrol and data-acquisition system includes automated
setting of several hardware parameters. Thus, automated
scans instead of manual step-by-step variation of experimental parameters can be realized. Furthermore, scans of
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two or more parameters can be performed automatically,
as well as a simultaneous variation of two parameters.
With the newly implemented electrostatic quadrupole
deﬂector the number of (cluster) ion sources and detection devices being attached simultaneously to the setup
has been increased. Furthermore, positively and negatively charged clusters can now be monitored simultaneously and thus will allow a better characterization of
the cluster source. With the implementation of a linear
RFQ trap cluster-preparation steps like accumulation and
cluster-size selection can be performed prior to transfer
to the Penning trap. Thus, the count rates per cycle can
be increased. In addition, the cycle repetition rate of the
experiment has doubled, since cluster preparation steps
and cluster measurements are now realized in two simultaneously running subcycles. Furthermore, by adding the
linear RFQ trap the cluster-ion transfer from the source
to the Penning trap has been facilitated, as all clusters
can be ejected from the RFQ trap with the same energy
regardless of their size and thus the same ion-optical settings can be used.
Last but not least the rearrangement of the setup allows one to perform the ToF mass analysis with ion ejection from the Penning trap back in the direction towards
the cluster source, i.e. to use the transfer section as the
ToF drift section, too. This opens up the option to install
further interaction or analysis devices at the other side of
Penning trap or, alternatively, to shorten the apparatus
on that side of the superconducting magnet.
As a ﬁrst test application with the new setup, aluminum clusters in the size range between about 400
and 500 have been trapped and exposed to two subsequent
electron baths between which the trapping voltage was increased. With this new technique, to be reported elsewhere
in more detail, multiply negatively charged metal clusters
have been observed up to the penta-anions for the ﬁrst
time.
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of the DFG for ﬁnancial support. F.M. has received a postgraduate stipend from the state of Mecklenburg-Vorpommern in the
framework of the International Max Planck Research School on
Bounded Plasmas. Special thanks go to Martin Arndt for the
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Unintended parametric ejection of ions
from an ion cyclotron resonance trap
by two-electrode axialization
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Azimuthal quadrupolar excitation is a commonly used technique in the field of ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry, in particular
in combination with buffer-gas collisions to achieve axialization of the stored ions. If the quadrupolar excitation is applied with only one
phase to a set of two opposing ring segments (rather than the “regular” method where two sets of electrodes are addressed with opposite polarities), parametric resonance effects at the frequencies 2 nz and np = n+ – n– can lead to unintended ejection of ions from the trap.
These parametric resonances have been revisited both theoretically and experimentally: multipole components of different azimuthal
excitation schemes are derived by a simple vector representation of the excitation signal applied to the ring segments. Thus, parametric
contributions can be easily identified, as demonstrated for the two-electrode and the four-electrode quadrupolar excitation schemes as
well as further examples. In addition, the effect of the single-phase two-electrode quadrupolar excitation is demonstrated for storage
and axialization of cluster ions.
Keywords: ion cyclotron resonance, Penning trap, axialization, buffer-gas cooling, ion ejection

Introduction
Ion traps1,2 are particularly suitable devices to confine charged
particles for extended periods of time. ��������������������������
They facilitate the manipulation of ion motion to allow the removal of unwanted ions and
the preparation of ions before a particular interaction is investigated. Manipulation of the ion motional modes is achieved by
application of additional rf-fields, with the�������������������
geometric arrangement of the excitation electrodes and the applied frequency
determining the nature of excitation and the kind of ions being
affected. Penning traps [i.e. ion cyclotron resonance (ICR) cells]
are particularly suitable for this purpose and a number of excitation methods are currently in use.3
The technique of dipolar radial excitation is of particular
importance in Penning trap mass spectrometry. It is achieved
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by application of rf-excitation signals of opposite polarity (i.e.
a phase shift of 180° w.r.t. each other) to two opposing trap
electrodes. When
����������������������������������������������������
the excitation is applied at the reduced cyclotron frequency, n+, or the magnetron frequency, n–, the corresponding amplitudes of the motional modes are increased or
decreased, depending on the phase relation between the excitation signal and the ion motion. Such an excitation scheme
allows the excitation of stored ions �����������������������
to higher kinetic energies, for example, for collision studies, for mass selection
by radial ejection of all unwanted species and by excitation
to a coherent motion at large radii for the observation of the
image–charge signal induced in ring electrodes in Fourier
transform ICR mass spectrometry (FT-ICR MS).4–7 Similarly, a
dipolar excitation can be applied in the axial direction, but as
the trapping motion is independent of the magnetic field, this
mode is rarely used.
© IM Publications LLP 2009
All rights reserved
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After its introduction in the early 90s in the framework of
precision mass-spectrometry experiments of short-lived
radio isotopes, 8,9 the azimuthal quadrupolar excitation10
has found widespread use, in particular in combination with
buffer-gas collisions.11,12 Two effects are brought together:
Interconversion between magnetron and cyclotron motional
modes and buffer-gas damping of the ion motion. The latter
would lead to ion loss due to the metastability of the magnetron motion with respect to frictional forces. However, since the
damping of the cyclotron motion is faster than the magnetron
blow-up, the additional coupling between the two motional
modes leads to an overall decrease of the extension of the
radial ion motion.
Thus, by combining buffer-gas damping with quadrupolar
excitation, an effective technique of radial centering, also
called “axialization” or simply “cooling”, had been found,
which has been further developed, described and made use
of extensively.12–17
The present cluster experiments were performed with
a Penning trap, i.e. with hyperbolically shaped electrodes.
However, this poses no restriction of the methods described
in the following, with respect to the applicability to other electrode arrangements, as frequently employed for FT-ICR MS,
such as the cubic and the cylindrical ion trapping cell. All three
trap types have two “end-cap electrodes”, or trapping plates
that define the trapping volume in axial direction. There is at
least a third electrode between them which will be referred
to as “ring electrode” (and for both the hyperbolical and the
cylindrical trap it is indeed circular in shape) and is generally
split into several segments. In the case of the cubic trap, the
“ring” electrode is realized by four additional plates. Thus it is
automatically split into four electrodes as will be the case for
the ring electrode in most of what follows below. In FT-ICR
MS, one pair of opposing electrodes is usually referred to as
excitation plates, while the other pair is called detection plates,
due to their purpose. For metal-cluster research with FT-ICR
MS see, for example, Anderson et al.18
As the ring-electrode segments are in general used for
several excitation schemes, the application of quadrupolar
excitation often requires switching between different electrical connections, 19 in particular, if the ring electrode is
segmented into only four pieces. However, it was realized
soon after the introduction of the method, that azimuthal
quadrupolar excitation is also possible by application of the
rf-signal (of equal polarity) to only two opposing segments of
a four-segment ring.20 (Note in passing that splitting the ring
into two pieces of 180° is not sufficient, but would correspond
to parametric excitation, see below).
As already mentioned by Hendrickson et al., 20 the twoelectrode quadrupolar excitation does have a drawback: in
addition to the (usually desired) conversion resonance at the
sum frequency n+ + n– = nc 10 and the (unwanted) resonances
at 2n– and 2n+, it includes a further resonance where the ions
are driven out of the trap, namely at the axial parametric
frequency, 2nz. In addition to the axial one there is also a radial
parametric resonance at np = n+ – n–.21 As it is based on the

same parameter (most commonly represented by the trapping
voltage), it is expected that this resonance can be addressed
by the two-electrode quadrupolar excitation, too. Jackson et
al. have shown that this is indeed the case and derived the
details of these excitation forms in great detail,22 based on the
method of known ion trajectories and instantaneous power
absorption, as described earlier.3
The two investigations on unipolar (i.e. one-phase) quadrupolar excitation mentioned above are mainly concerned with
the application in FT-ICR MS. In this field, the implication of the
unwanted resonances are only minor, maybe with the exception that, due to the 2n+–resonances, one should restrict the
range of axialization to “an octave in [excitation] frequency”,22
i.e. a mass range spanning a maximum spread of two. (Note
that this is a limit of axialization, only, not of the trapping range,
where the mass-over-charge ranges can exceed a factor of
107.)23
In this contribution, examples from atomic-cluster studies
in a Penning trap are shown, where the additional resonances mentioned above lead to the ejection of particular
cluster sizes,24 which—depending on the investigation—may
be unwanted. Furthermore, an alternative approach to derive
the effects is described (see next section), where, instead of
recalculating the ion motion from first principles,22 the twoelectrode excitation is decomposed into its “natural components” which can be immediately related to the resonance
frequencies as derived previously.3

Theoretical considerations
Without repeating the derivations and details, the following is
recalled from an earlier review of the most important resonances in an ICR trap:3
Resonant dipolar excitation can be applied axially at nz or
radially at either n– or n+. Thus, the amplitudes of the trapping,
the magnetron and the cyclotron motion, respectively, are
affected. When the corresponding motion has no finite initial
amplitude, i.e. the trapping mode amplitude or the radii of
the radial circular motions are zero, the amplitude increases
linearly as a function of time (where excitation during many
periods is assumed and the effect is averaged).
Azimuthal quadrupolar excitation leads to a resonance
phenomenon at n+ + n– = nc = qB/(2πm): The magnetron and
the cyclotron motional modes are coupled and continuously
interconverted into one another.10 At 2n– and 2n+, the amplitude of the magnetron and the cyclotron motion, respectively,
increases exponentially as a function of time.
Parametric resonances occur at twice the trapping
frequency, 2nz, and at the “parametric frequency”, np = n+ – n–.
In the first case, the amplitude of the trapping motion
increases exponentially as a function of time, in the second
both the magnetron and the cyclotron radii increase, again
exponentially.
Note that in the parametric excitation, the excitation
electrodes are identical with the trap electrodes, i.e. the
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rf-excitation signal is applied with inversed polarities to the
ring and the two endcaps. This excitation mode can thus be
called axial quadrupolar. On the other hand, when only the
radial terms are considered, this excitation corresponds to a
“monopolar” (breathing) mode (see below).
For an axial dipolar excitation, the two polarities of the
rf-signal are applied to the endcaps, on top of the appropriate trapping voltage. Similarly, for radial dipolar excitation, the ring is split into (at least two) pieces and rf-signals
of opposite polarities are applied to opposing segments. As
indicated in the introduction, for an azimuthal quadrupolar
excitation two sets of pair-wise opposing ring segments are
used, where rf-signals of opposite polarities are applied to
the two sets.
Note that by “opposite polarities” we mean a phase shift of
Figure 2. Excitation signal strength (and relative polarity)
180 degrees between the rf-signals. (“Quadrature excitation”,
as a function of azimuthal angle along the ring electrode for
where phase shifts of 90°, 180° and 270° are applied,3,25,26
“two-halve”-electrode (top) and “two-quarter”-electrode (botis not considered in this contribution.) Only in a hyperbolical
tom) dipolar excitation. For both configurations the respective
27
Penning trap, including the two-electrode
trap,2:
for a trapping
Figure
Excitation
signal strength
(and
relativecomponents
polarity) as are
a function
dipolar
Fourier
plotted.of azimuthal angle along the ring electro
electrode (top)
and “two-quarter”-electrode (bottom) dipolar excitation. For both configurations the respective
potential as accurate as possible, the parametric
excitation
components are plotted.
has “perfect” geometry, as it is identical with the equipotential
lines of the trapping electrodes. In all other cases, for example,
for cubic traps or for cylindrical traps, the excitation field is a
to the average signal at the ring electrode in order to deduce
superposition of multipoles with the dipolar or quadrupolar
the parametric component.
term being only the leading ones.
Figure 1 shows the distribution of the excitation signal along
In particular, for the excitation modes of the radial motions
the ring segments for the different excitation modes. Figure
applied to the ring segments, the coefficients of the multipole
1(a) would conventionally be associated with the parametric
components can be calculated by a Fourier analysis of the
(monopolar), Figure 1(b) with the dipolar and Figure 1(e) with
potential at the electrodes as a function of the angle in cylin- the quadrupolar excitation geometry. However, note that the
drical coordinates. This includes the parametric excitation as
configurations shown in (c) and (d) correspond to dipolar exciit corresponds to an offset of the voltage across the whole ring
tations as well, although of less electric-field strength as
with respect to the trapping potential at the ring. Thus, in the
compared to the “two-halves” configuration of Figure 1(b).
following, the application of the standard excitation modes
The ratio of the dipolar components of the Fourier transforms
with four equally divided ring segments (corresponding to the
results in a factor of
set of four plates of a cubic cell) will be analyzed with respect
p
2p
1
1
4
1× sin jdj + ò (-1)× sin jdj
ò
p 0
p p
p
(1)
=
= 2
3p / 4
7p / 4
2 2
1
1
1× sin jdj + ò (-1)× sin jdj
p
p ò
p
p/4

5p / 4

between the arrangements (Figure 2). This small reduction
is, in fact, traded for the convenience of having two further
electrodes, which can be used, for example, as detection electrodes, as in the case of a cubic trap in FT-ICR MS.
For the following considerations, the arrangements (c) and
(d) are more suitable than (b), as they can be considered as two
basis vectors, D1 = (1,0,–1,0) and D2 = (0,1,0,–1), of a set of four,
including the “monopole vector”, M = (1,1,1,1), and the “quadrupole vector”, Q = (1,–1,1,–1), which span a 4-dimensional
vector space. The configuration of Figure 1(b) is then simply
expressed by D1 + D2 = (1,0,–1,0) + (0,1,0,–1) = (1,1,–1,–1).
With this vector representation and the results from
Figure 1. Excitation signal strength (and relative polarity) as
Schweikhard et al.3, the analysis of the resonances of the ion
a function of azimuthal angle along the ring electrode, (a) for
motion with respect to the signals applied to the ring segments
parametric (monopolar), (b), (c) and (d) for azimuthal dipolar
gure 1: Excitation signal strength (and relative polarity) as a function of azimuthal angle along the ring electrode,reduces
(a) for parametric
to a simple textbook exercise in linear algebra: given
and
(e)
for
quadrupolar
geometries.
monopolar), (b), (c) and (d) for azimuthal dipolar and (e) for quadrupolar geometries.
the signal strength and polarity at the four segments, what
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1
1
1
E1 = (1,0,0,0) = M + D1 + 0 × D2 + Q
4
2
4

[3(a)]

The other three base vectors can be analyzed with analog
results:
1
1
1
E2 = (0,1,0,0) = M + 0 × D1 + D2 - Q
[3(b)]
4
2
4
1
1
1
E3 = (0,0,1,0) = M - D1 + 0 × D2 + Q
[3(c)]
4
2
4
1
1
1
E4 = (0,0,0,1) = M + 0 × D1 - D2 - Q
[3(d)]
4
2
4

(Note that the signs have almost no significance in the current
context. Invertion of all signs corresponds to an inverted phase
of the excitation.) For the present investigation, we will not
dwell further on the method and only note a straightforward
generalization: By segmentation into (m) smaller ring pieces
(and calculations in correspondingly higher-dimensional
vector spaces), higher multipoles can be addressed. In these
Figure 3. Excitation signal strength (and relative polarity) as a
function of azimuthal angle along the ring electrode for twocases, the use of the single-segment basis {E1, E2, E3, E4, ...,
electrode quadrupolar excitation (top). This excitation vector is
Em} might be even more helpful to deduce the corresponding
achieved by combination of the “quadrupole vector” Q (middle)
multipoles.
and the
“monopole
vector”
(bottom)ofwith
corresponding
ation signal strength
(and
relative polarity)
as M
a function
azimuthal
angle along the ring electrode for two-electrode
Returning to the two-electrode quadrupolar excitaprefactors.
xcitation (top). This
excitation vector is achieved by combination of the “quadrupole vector” Q (middle) and the
ctor” M (bottom) with corresponding prefactors.
tion, according to Jackson et al. 22 one would expect that

is the linear combination of the basis vectors that it can be
decomposed to or—equivalently but in other words—that it
can be synthesized from?
The case of the two-electrode quadrupolar excitation
is shown graphically in Figure 3. This excitation geometry
(top) can be decomposed to a combination of the “regular”
quadrupolar and a parametric (monopolar) excitation of equal
strengths, i.e.

1
1
(1,0,1,0) = (1, -1,1, -1) + (1,1,1,1)
2
2
1
1
= Q+ M
2
2

(2)

Although it is not needed for the present investigation of
two-electrode quadrupolar excitation, let us also consider
the excitation on a single quarter of the ring, i.e. only one of
the segments, for example, (1,0,0,0). The basis set {(1,0,0,0),
(0,1,0,0), (0,0,1,0), (0,0,0,1)} = {E1, E2, E3, E4} may look more
familiar as {M, D1, D2, Q}, although the latter is the more
“natural” for the present problem. On the other hand, the
“single-segment excitation” is encountered when, for
example, a lead to one of the excitation electrodes is broken
during dipolar excitation, and it will be useful further below,
Figure 4. Excitation signal strength (and relative polarity)
as a function of azimuthal angle along the ring electrode for
when the excitation with two adjacent segments will be
excitation at one of four segments (top). This excitation vector
considered.
is achieved by combination of the “monopole vector” M, the
As graphically shown in Figure 4, the E1 configuration
can signal strength (and relative polarity) as a function of azimuthal angle along the ring electrode for ex
Figure 4: Excitation
“dipole vector” D1 and the “quadrupole vector” Q with correof four
segments
(top). This excitation vector
is achieved by combination of the “monopole vector” M, the “dipole v
be decomposed into a prominent dipolar term one
and
both
a
prefactorsprefactors
(lines from
top
to top
bottom).
the “quadrupole vector”sponding
Q with corresponding
(lines
from
to bottom).
monopolar and a quadrupolar additional term:
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this excitation mode results in only 1/3 of the electric field
strength as compared to a regular quadrupolar excitation
with equal signal strengths at the two sets of excitation electrodes. In contrast, Equation (2) suggests a reduction by a
factor of two. As shown in the attached appendix, the factor
two is indeed correct.

Experimental set-up

The experiments have been conducted at the ClusterTrap
set-up which has been described in some detail in previous
publications.23,28,29 In short, metal cluster ions are produced in
an external source,30 transferred by electrostatic ion–optical
Figure 5. ToF mass spectra of aluminum cluster anions after
elements to a Penning trap, captured in flight and stored for
accumulation (350 cycles) at trapping voltage U0 = 26 V with
further experiments. After the interactions of interest, which
(top) and without (bottom) axialization by application of argon
can be a sequence of manipulations, reactions and delay
Figure 5: ToF mass spectrabuffer
of aluminum
cluster
anions after accumulation
cycles) at
voltage U0 = 26V w
gas and
two-electrode
quadrupolar(350
excitation
attrapping
the
periods, the remaining ions are axially ejected without
and analyzed
(bottom) by
axialization
by application
of argon
cyclotron
frequency
of buffer
Al70–. gas and two-electrode quadrupolar excitation at the cyclo
of Al70 .
time-of-flight (ToF) mass spectrometry.
In addition to single-bunch capturing, several ion bunches
can be accumulated in the Penning trap in order to increase
the number of ions for the subsequent experiments.14 Such a
and chosen appropriately for the presentation of the effects
scheme is also used in most of the experiments shown in the
described above, namely from size n ≈ 20 to above n = 70.
next section.
The lower part of the figure shows a reference spectrum with
In contrast to the four-times-90° ring segmentation
the abundance pattern in the absence of any rf-manipulation
as analyzed above, the ClusterTrap ring is segmented into
of the ion motion. For the spectrum in the upper part, a twoeight parts, including a set of two opposing segments of 80°, electrode quadrupolar excitation at nc = 40.4 kHz has been
another set of two opposing segments of 40° and, finally, four
applied. This results in a strong enhancement of the cluster
segments each of 30° between the others.31 However, this has
abundance around n ≈ 70, as expected.
no significant further influence on the current investigations
Note, that in a study of cluster properties, the clusters of
since, for the measurements presented below, the rf-signal
interest would be chosen from the center of the distribuwith the same polarity has been applied to a set of opposing
tion, or rather the distribution would be shifted accordingly.28
segments, which effectively is the two-electrode quadrupolar The present situation is only chosen for the demonstration
excitation described above. Differences could only be due to
of the two-electrode quadrupolar excitation effects: while
contributions from higher multipoles, which have a small
influence and can be neglected.
The present experiments have been performed with gold and
aluminum clusters. Due to the high atomic mass of gold, even
small clusters have a relatively low cyclotron frequency (at
the magnetic field strength of B = 5 T). Thus, for the geometry
parameter28,31 d 2 = 200 mm2 even trapping voltages of the order
of U0 = 10 V allow the effects on neighboring cluster sizes to be
seen.24 For the case of aluminum clusters, an example is
shown (Figure 5), where both desired centering of clusters of
one size and simultaneous ejection of two other cluster sizes
(possibly unintended, for this demonstration on purpose), one
by axial parametric and the other by radial parametric resonant excitation, have been observed.

Results and discussion

Figure 6. Comparison of the cyclotron frequency nc for n = 70
with the radial parametric frequency np for n = 63 and with
Figure 6: Comparison of the cyclotron frequency νc for n = 70 with the radial parametric frequency νp for n = 63 and with twice the
twice
then =axial
oscillation
frequency
2nz forvoltage
n = 29U0(solid
–
29 (solid
lines) as a function
of the trapping
and thelines)
trap parameter �� for n = 70. F
axial
oscillation
frequency
2νz for
Figure 5 shows two ToF spectra of aluminum clusters Aln . The
n = 70 areof
plotted
lines).
comparison ν+ , ν- , νz and
p for
asνa
function
the (dashed
trapping
voltage U0 and the trap parameter
cluster source generates a broad range of cluster sizes, not
P for n = 70. For comparison n+ , n– , nz and np for n = 70 are
all of which are depicted here. The range of clusters transplotted (dashed lines).

ferred to the trap is determined by the transfer parameters
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reached. In terms of the trap parameter, P, this corresponds
to P = 1/2, as shown in Figure 7 for the example of the gold
cluster, Au51–. In the case of the aluminum clusters, the trapping voltage is far away from “self-ejection“ for the excited
cluster size n = 70 (Figure 6).
However, the situation of 2nz = nc can in fact be encountered
experimentally, as shown in Figure 8. In this example a twoelectrode quadrupolar excitation at nc = 7639 Hz has been
applied for the axialization of gold cluster ions, Au51–.
Note that this cluster has a mass-over-charge ratio
exceeding 10,000. Thus, the condition 2nz = nc is already reached
at relatively low trapping voltages, at least with respect to the
voltages required for polyanion creation: for these studies,
simultaneously stored electrons have to overcome the clusters’ Coulomb barrier height to be able to form higher anionic
charge states.33–37

Figure 7. Comparison of the cyclotron frequency nc and twice
the axial oscillation frequency 2nz (solid lines) as a function of
–
trapping
voltage,
U0 twice
(for Au
ClusterTrap)
and
the trap
re 7: Comparison ofthe
the cyclotron
frequency
νc and
the 51
axialat
oscillation
frequency
2νz (solid
lines) as a function of the
and the
trap parameter
For
comparison ν+ , ν- , plotted
νz and νp are plotted (dashed lines).
ping voltage U0 (for Au
51 at ClusterTrap)
parameter,
P. For
comparison
nΠ+,. n
–, nz and np are
(dashed lines).

Conclusion and outlook

the frequency of 40.4 kHz corresponds to nc at n = 70, it also
coincides with 2nz for n ≈ 29 and with np for n ≈ 63. Indeed, the
cluster abundance is observed to break down at exactly these
two cluster sizes. This resonance condition can be described
with the trap parameter P of ICR traps,32 as shown in Figure 6.
The radial parametric frequency of n = 63 and the double axial
frequency of n = 29 (both normalized to the cyclotron frequency
of n = 70) are plotted as a function of the trapping voltage, U0,
and the trap parameter, P, for n = 70.
In general, the cyclotron frequency nc is independent of
the trapping voltage, in contrast to np and 2nz. Of these two
frequencies, the latter is strongly dependent on the trapping
voltage. Thus, going to extremes, there will even be a “self
ejection” of the axialized ions when the condition 2nz = nc is

The two-electrode quadrupolar excitation has been
re-examined. The derivation of the resonance frequencies
has been simplified in terms of an analysis of the multipolar
components involved which can be reduced to a simple
problem of linear algebra. Examples of ion ejection at np
and 2nz, the radial and axial parametric frequencies, respectively, have been given in the context of the simultaneous
single-frequency axialization of cluster ions of a given size. In
particular, it is shown that by the application of two-electrode
quadrupolar excitation the ion species that is supposed to be
axialized is rather ejected in the axial direction if its parametric-resonance frequency, 2nz, coincides with the applied
axialization frequency, nc.
It should be noted that a “two-electrode excitation” does
not necessarily need to unipolarly address two opposing electrodes. As another variation of excitation geometry, consider
the use of two adjacent electrodes with rf-signals of opposite
polarities, for example, segments one and two. Adding the
corresponding base vectors results immediately in

E1 - E2 = (1,-1,0,0) =
æ 1 é 1ùö
æ 1 1ö
1
= çç - ÷÷÷M + (D1 - D2 )+ çç - ê- ú÷÷÷Q
çè 4 4 ø
2
èç 4 êë 4 úû ø÷

(4)

1
1
= 0 × M + (D1 - D2 )+ Q
2
2
By use of this “two-phase two-electrode quadrupolar excitation” the monopole term and, thus, the parametric resonances
can be avoided! However, when the dipolar term is rewritten in
the Ei base set,

Figure 8. Abundance of Au51– after application of a quadrupolar
1
1
(5)
(D1 - D2 ) = (1,-1,-1,1)
rf-excitation (Dt = 200 ms) with frequency nc = 7639 Hz as a
2
2
function of the applied trapping voltage. The data is normalized
to a reference cycle without a quadrupolar rf-excitation. The
it turns out to be equivalent to half of the signal strength of the
solid line is a fit of a Lorentzian to the data in order to guide the
u51 after application
νc = 7639 Hzconfiguration
as a function of
of Figure 1(b) (rotated by 90° along
eye. of a quadrupolar rf excitation (Δt = 200 ms) with frequency two-halves
ge. The data is normalized to a reference cycle without a quadrupolar rf excitation.
The
solid
line
is
a
fit
of
a
the ring).
rder to guide the eye.
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Thus, unfortunately, this term of dipolar excitation leads to
ejection for ions where the excitation frequency coincides with
their n+. On the other hand, this may not be so bad after all,
since nc is somewhat shifted from n+ and such a configuration allows a simultaneous application of axialization and offresonance dipolar excitation. In essence, it looks like SORI (i.e.
sustained off-resonance irradiation,38,39 a well-known method
of collision-induced dissociation) can be combined with a
continuous re-axialization of the precursor ions. However,
when applying this excitation scheme, keep in mind that the
dipolar excitation has a resonance, and ensure it does not
coincide with the dissociation product.
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Appendix
Comparison of the signal strength of twoelectrode versus regular quadrupolar
excitation
As derived by analysis in terms of a linear combination of
the “natural” set of basis vectors (with respect to the different
multipolar terms), the signal strength is reduced by a factor of
two when the regular radial quadrupolar excitation is replaced
by the two-electrode quadrupolar excitation. This is in contradiction to a statement by Jackson et al.22 In the following the
origin of this statement is traced back to a misleading decomposition of the “two-plate geometry”. All citations and equation numbers refer to Reference 22:
While the rearrangement
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of the previously derived equation

æa
ö
F x (x,y,z) = V çç 2 (2x2 - y 2 - z2 )÷÷÷
çè 2a
ø

[2(a)]

is formally correct, it suggests that “for the (x2 – y2) component
of the 2-plate excitation potential, […]
æ 3aVp-p ö÷
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is replaced by

æ aVp-p ö÷
çç
÷
ççè 2a2 ÷÷ø",
i.e. a reduction to one third of the potential (and field strength)
of the regular quadrupolar excitation.
A closer look reveals that hidden in the remaining (x2 – z2)
term there is still a component of the quadrupolar νc-excitation
mode as expressed explicitly in Equation (30). (Note in passing:
In Equation (30) as given in Jackson et al.22 there is also a
factor of ½ missing for the first three summands.)
Nevertheless, and even though “intuition might suggest
that twice as much voltage should be needed for 2-plate as
for 4-plate quadrupolar excitation”, the authors continue to
conclude that Equation (4) and

æ 3a
ö
Fq,ex (x,y,z) = V çç 2 (x2 - y 2 )÷÷÷
çè 2a
ø

which follows from Equation [2(a)] and its equivalent for
the y-direction, (see below), “suggest that three times as
much voltage is needed to optimize 2-plate quadrupolar
excitation”.
The “apparent inconsistency” with the experimental value (of
87% for optimization of 2-plate vs 4-plate arrangement with no
uncertainty figure) is later explained by the “limit of collisional
damping with high-amplitude quadrupolar excitation”—which
is not treated in the present contribution. Instead, we continue
with the analysis of Equation [2(a)] in terms of the multipolar
terms:

(3)

Obviously, in addition to the preceeding parametric term
there is a quadrupolar part which is half as big as in the
regular quadrupolar-excitation case [Equation (3)]. When the
y-term, i.e. exchanging x and y and replacing V by –V,

æa
ö
a
F y = -V çç 2 (y 2 - x2 ) + 2 (y 2 - z2 )÷÷÷
çè 2a
ø
2a
æ a x2 + y 2 - 2z2
a 3y 2 - 3x2 ö÷÷
= -V ççç 2
+ 2
÷÷
çè 2a
2
2
2a
ø
is added, Equation (3) is recovered, as intuition suggested all
along.
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a b s t r a c t
The attempts to produce higher and higher charge states of anionic metal clusters in Penning traps
by attachment of simultaneously stored electrons run into a dilemma: On the one hand, the size of the
clusters, which are initially only singly charged, has to be increased to accommodate additional electrons.
On the other hand, in order to attach to already highly-charged particles, electrons have to overcome the
respective Coulomb barriers. Thus, for the conventional electron-bath technique the electrons need to be
created at correspondingly higher trapping potentials. This leads to a conﬂict as the “critical mass”, above
which the ion orbits are no longer stable, is inversely proportional to the trapping potential. However, as
the critical mass is actually an upper limit of the mass-over-charge ratio, the introduction of a stepwise
charging-up by repeated electron bathing after increase of the trapping potential allows one to reach
higher and higher charge states.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Multiply negatively charged species in the gas phase have been
subject of experimental investigations over the years, and several methods for their production were developed. By sputtering
[1], laser ablation [2–4] and electrospray ionization [5,6], doublycharged anions can be formed in the ion source. Alternatively,
mono-anionic species and electrons can be brought together to
prompt electron attachment. The latter includes electron transfer reactions [7,8], and direct exposure of trapped mono-anions to
an environment of quasi-free electrons, utilizing an electron beam
[9,10] or an electron bath [11].
The electron bath uses the capability of Penning ion traps to store
electrons and molecular anions, simultaneously. Thus, multiplycharged cluster anions were produced, ranging from di-anionic
fullerenes [12,13], gold, silver, copper [11,12,14–17] and titanium
[18] cluster di- and tri-anions, to aluminum cluster di-, tri- and
tetra-anions [19–22].
On the way to even higher anionic charge states, the conventional electron-bath technique is reaching a limit, as discussed
in Section 2. However, by introducing a variation of the trapping
potential (Section 3), this limit has been bypassed. Changing the
trapping potential during ion storage can be used as a method for

E-mail address: franklin.martinez@physik.uni-greifswald.de (F. Martinez).
1387-3806/$ – see front matter © 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.ijms.2011.12.009

the manipulation of the ion motion. This has been utilized, e.g. by
adiabatic reduction of the trapping potential for ion cooling in Penning traps [23–25]. In contrast, in the experiments reported here
the trapping potential is increased. This allows the creation and
storage of electrons with kinetic energies higher than before the
increase. As a result, higher charge states of anionic clusters can be
produced as shown for the case of aluminum clusters (Section 4).

2. Multi-anion production in a Penning trap
The electron-bath technique for production of multiply charged
cluster anions has been developed and applied at the Penning trap
setup ClusterTrap [26–29]. In this section, the limitation of the
electron-bath technique, caused by two opposing conditions, is discussed. In the ﬁrst two parts, the Coulomb barrier and resulting
trapping requirements for electron attachment to anionic clusters
are reviewed. In the third part, the storage limitations of the Penning trap for charged clusters are considered.

2.1. The Coulomb barrier for electron attachment
For the production of multi-anionic cluster species, electrons are
sequentially attached to already negatively charged cluster ions,
Xzn +e− → Xz−1
n . In the charged-metal-sphere model, the electrons

F. Martinez et al. / International Journal of Mass Spectrometry 313 (2012) 30–35

Fig. 1. Normalized Coulomb potential VC of a cluster anion of radius R = R(n), and
charge state z = -1, -2 and -3 (solid, dashed, dash-dotted line, respectively). Inlet:
normalized potential maxima VC,max as function of the charge state z.

have to overcome the repulsive force caused by the Coulomb potential barrier [30] (Fig. 1),
VC (z, r, R) =

e2
4ε0



R3

|z|
− 2 2
r
2r (r − R2 )



,

(1)

of the precursor cluster anion with charge state z and radius R = R(n),
given by the number of atoms in the cluster, n. In the following, the
radius of a metal cluster is approximated by R(n) = Ra n1/3 , with Ra
being the atomic radius.
The maximum height VC,max of the potential increases with
increasing charge state z (Fig. 1, inlet). It determines the minimum energy which is required by an electron to overcome the
barrier. Electrons with an energy too low to overcome the barrier are immediately repelled, causing very short interaction times.
Thus, tunneling through the Coulomb barrier can be neglected for
the process of electron attachment. This is in contrast to the reverse
process of electron detachment from multi-anionic clusters: For
cluster anions with negative electron afﬁnities, an excess electron
might yet be bound by the Coulomb barrier. However, such systems
are meta-stable as the electron eventually escapes by tunneling
through the barrier [14,16,19,20,22].

31

Fig. 2. Experimentally determined minimum trapping potential depths UT,min for
as function of the numerically calculated1 Coulomb barrier
production of Xz−1
n
heights VC,max of the precursor ions Xzn (X = Al, Au, C). The dashed line is a linear ﬁt
through data from [12,13,19,21,22,35] (ﬁlled symbols) and zero. Data from present
measurements (open symbols, Section 4) are not included in the ﬁt.

UT,min (n, z − 1) for the observation of cluster anions Xz−1
(X = Al,
n
Au, C) are plotted against the calculated1 maxima VC,max (n, z) of the
Coulomb barriers of the respective precursor anions, Xzn (ﬁlled symbols). The linear ﬁt to these data points through zero has a slope of
UT,min /VC,max = 2.52(2) V/eV. (The points with open symbols are not
included in the ﬁt, but are discussed in Section 4.) Fig. 2 shows that
for the production of clusters Xz−1
n , the potential well depth has to
fulﬁll the condition UT ≥ UT,min , with
UT,min (n, z − 1)[V ] ∼
= 2.5 · VC,max (n, z)[eV ],

(3)

i.e. the trapping voltage U0 = 2UT applied at ClusterTrap has to be
at least ﬁve times higher than the Coulomb-potential maximum of
the precursor cluster Xzn . Eq. (3) can be understood in terms of the
energy distribution of the trapped secondary electrons. An upper
limit of their axial kinetic energy is given by the potential well depth
eUT . However, this limit is only valid for secondary electrons, that
are generated close to the endcap electrodes. Electrons, which are
generated closer to the trap center, gain less axial kinetic energy.
Consequently, the mean kinetic energy of the trapped electron
ensemble is considerably lower than the potential well depth.

2.2. The Penning-trap well depth
The Penning trap consists of a combination of a homogeneous
static magnetic ﬁeld and an electrostatic quadrupolar ﬁeld, for
radial and axial ion conﬁnement, respectively [31–33]. The electric ﬁeld is generated by the trapping voltage, U0 , applied between
a ring and two endcap electrodes. The axial trapping potential well
depth
UT = U0

z02
2d02

(2)

is given by the geometry factor d02 = r02 /4 + z02 /2, with r0 and z0
being the smallest distances of the ring and endcap electrodes to
the center of the trap, respectively [12,26,31]. For asymptotically
symmetric trap geometries (z02 = r02 /2), as used at the ClusterTrap
experiment, the axial potential well depth is UT = U0 /2 [34].
Previous experimental results show an increase of the relative abundance of multiply charged anions after application
of an electron bath as a function of the trapping voltage U0
[12,13,17,19,21,22,35]. In particular, a minimum potential well
depth UT,min = U0,min /2 is required to produce a multi-anionic
charge state, reﬂecting the presence of the Coulomb barrier. In
Fig. 2 experimentally determined minimum potential well depths

2.3. The conﬂicting requirements for electron attachment to
clusters in a Penning trap
Previous investigations of metal cluster (Au, Ag, Cu and Al)
and fullerene multi-anions showed, that for the observation of
each charge state, a minimum (appearance) cluster size is required
[11,13–16,19,20,22]. In other words, to produce higher negative
charge states, larger clusters have to be provided. By taking into
account the electron afﬁnity, the Coulomb barrier and tunneling
effects, the appearance cluster sizes for particular charge states can
be estimated [16,20,22,30] based on the charged-sphere model.
Starting point for the multi-anion production are mono-anionic
clusters, that are captured in the Penning trap. However, for a given
trapping voltage U0 of the Penning trap, there is an upper limit of
the mass-over-charge ratio of trapped ions [37],

m n
a

|ze|

1

crit

=

d02 B2
2U0

,

(4)



Ra (Au)=0.159nm [36,12]; Ra (Al)=0.158nm [36]; R(Cn )=R(C60 )

and 84 [13], with R(C60 )=0.42nm [7]; R(C70 )=0.377nm [12].

n/60 for n=78
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Fig. 3. Maximum charge state z of trapped cluster anions as function of the cluster
size n, for which the relation UT,crit (n, − 1) = UT,min (n, z − 1) is fulﬁlled (Eq. (3), B =
5 T, d02 = 200 mm2 ); for aluminum (solid line), copper (dashed line), silver (dashdotted line) and gold (short-dashed line). As indicated, the curves shift upwards for
increasing trap parameters d0 and B, and downwards for increasing atomic radius
Ra , atomic mass ma and electron density ne .

where B is the magnetic ﬂux density, and ma is the atomic mass
of the element the cluster consists of. This limit corresponds to an
upper limit U0,crit of the trapping voltage (and potential well depth
UT,crit , Eq. (2)) for a trapped cluster of size n and charge state z.
For cluster mono-anions that are stored together with many
electrons, the axial trapping potential well depth UT and the critical
trapping voltage U0,crit are shifted to lower values, as space–charge
effects have to be considered. Assuming a space–charge density
caused by electrons, Qsc nsc = ene , the well depth and the critical
trapping voltage can be estimated by [17,21,38]
UT (ne ) =

U0 z02
2d02

−

U0,crit (n, z, ne ) =

d02 ene
6ε0

,

|ze|d02 B2
2ma n

(5)

−

2d02 ene
3ε0

.

(6)

In conclusion, for the production of multi-anionic clusters by
application of the electron-bath technique in a Penning trap, two
conditions need to be fulﬁlled: The trapping potential well depth
UT needs to be large enough to allow electron attachment, and at
the same time needs to be low enough to store large cluster monoanions, i.e. UT,min < UT < UT,crit . In particular, UT,min (n, z − 1) < UT,crit (n,
− 1) must be fulﬁlled.
Based on this condition, the maximum charge states z of trapped
cluster ions for which co-trapped electrons can overcome the
Coulomb potential, are shown as a function of the cluster size n in
Fig. 3. Note, that in Fig. 3, the stability of multi-anionic clusters, i.e.
their size with respect to the appearance cluster size, is not taken
into account. Electrons might overcome the Coulomb potential, but
may not necessarily be stably bound to the cluster anion.
If one aimes for higher and higher negative charge states,
which in turn require an increase of the cluster size, the condition
UT,min < UT,crit will eventually be violated, with the corresponding
charge states and cluster sizes depending on the Penning trap
parameters (Eqs. (2), (3) and (6), Fig. 3).
However, there is a solution to this dilemma: The multi-anion
production can be performed stepwise, that is, the electron-bath
technique has to be modiﬁed in such a way, that the trapping voltage U0 is increased between application of consecutive electron
baths. The experimental realization and results of such a procedure
are presented in Section 3 and 4.

Fig. 4. Experimental sequence of the multi-anion production in the Penning trap. For
most effective capture of mono-anions, the trapping voltage is kept at low values at
the beginning of the sequence. It is then increased for size selection and application
of the ﬁrst electron bath. Then U0 is further increased before application of a second
electron bath. The product ions are analyzed by time-of-ﬂight mass spectrometry.

3. Experimental setup and procedure
ClusterTrap is a 5-T Penning-trap setup developed for investigations of gas-phase cluster ions [26–29]. Cluster mono-anions are
produced in a laser-ablation source [39], accumulated in a radiofrequency ion trap and transferred into the Penning trap. There, the
cluster ions are centered by buffer-gas assisted quadrupolar radiofrequency excitation [40,41], size-selected, then subjected to one
or several reaction steps, and subsequently the product ions are
analyzed by time-of-ﬂight (ToF) mass spectrometry.
The electron-bath [11,20–22] consists of trapped low-energetic
secondary electrons, produced in the Penning trap for 200 ms by
electron-impact ionization of argon gas. The gas is injected in several pulses from a pulsed leak valve. Each pulse causes a temporary
pressure of up to 10−5 hPa in the trap, before being pumped away
within tens of milliseconds [41]. The primary electron energy is
about 110 eV. Variation by ±50 eV shows no signiﬁcant changes
in the experimental results. The subsequent reaction period of the
clusters in the electron-bath is typically 1 s.
The procedure is repeated up to three times, for renewal of the
electron bath. This renewal is needed due to Coulomb interaction
between the electrons, which couples the axial and radial motion,
where the latter enhances energy loss by synchrotron radiation
[31,12,16,21,27].
In the present experimental scheme (Fig. 4), at the beginning of
each cycle the trapping voltage U0 is kept at 3 V, as capture of large
clusters turned out to be most effective at low trapping voltages.
For the selection step and the ﬁrst electron bath U0 is raised within
10 ms to U0,l = 10 V, and it is then ramped within typically 100 ms
to a higher potential U0,h , before application of the second electron
bath. The variable trapping potential was realized by the output
of an arbitrary function generator (SRS DS-345), which was further
ampliﬁed by a factor of 10 by a voltage ampliﬁer (CGC Instruments).
To monitor the initial mono-anion number, a reference cycle was
performed alternating with the measurement cycle [28,42]. In this
cycle the cluster mono-anions were stored at U0,l = 10 V, without
being subjected to the series of electron baths (not shown in Fig. 4).
4. Results
3−
For the production of aluminum cluster anions Al2−
n , Aln ,
and Al4−
[19–22]
the
condition
U
(n,
z
−
1)
≤
U
(n,
−
1)
has
0,min
0,crit
n
posed no problem. However, for the production of Al5−
n where the
expected required cluster-size range is n≥ 445 [43], the available
U0 -range becomes critically narrow, as illustrated in Fig. 5. The thin
lines indicate critical trapping voltages U0,crit for aluminum cluster mono- and di-anions, for several electron densities ne (Eq. (6)).
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Fig. 5. Critical trapping voltage U0,crit of aluminum cluster mono- and di-anions as
a function of the cluster size n, for different electron densities in the Penning trap
(0, 1, 2 and 5×106 cm−3 , thin solid, dashed, dotted and dash-dotted lines, respectively, B = 5 T, d02 = 200 mm2 ). Expected minimum trapping voltage U0,min required

5−
for electron attachment to Al4−
n to form Aln (thick solid line). The vertical lines mark
the cluster size range, discussed in Section 4.

The thick line represents U0,min as required for electron attachment
to Al4−
n , for ne = 0 (Section 2.2). Note, that for ne > 0, the curve for
U0,min is shifted upwards to higher voltages, further decreasing the
available U0 -range (not shown).
Fig. 6 displays time-of-ﬂight spectra of aluminum cluster anions
(n = 445–470). The top spectrum shows a reference cycle, where
mono-anions are trapped at low U0,l = 10 V, without application
of any electron bath (Fig. 6a). Due to the limited mass resolving
power (≈70) the cluster sizes can not be resolved. While contaminations can not be excluded, nevertheless, bare aluminum
clusters are assumed in the following. For the middle spectrum
the electron bath has been applied twice at U0,l = 10 V (Fig. 6b).
Mono-anions remain trapped, but decrease in number, while diand a few tri-anions appear in the spectrum. The left part of the
spectrum is enhanced by a factor of 4, to match the scaling of the
spectrum below. There, the trapping voltage has been raised to a
high U0,h = 32 V for the second electron bath (high-U0 electron bath,
Fig. 6c). Mono-anions leave the trap as their trajectories are unstable above U0,crit ≈ 20 V (Fig. 5). Di- and tri-anions formed at the U0,l
electron bath remain trapped, and some are further converted to
tetra- and penta-anions in the U0,h electron bath (Fig. 6c).
The multi-anion production has been investigated as a function of the trapping voltage U0,h , making use of three independent
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Fig. 6. Time-of-ﬂight spectra of aluminum cluster anions Alzn , n = 445–470. (a) reference cycle without electron bath, U0,l = 10 V, (b) application of two electron baths,
both at U0,l = 10 V, (c) cycle as in b) but with second electron bath at U0,h = 32 V. A
part of the spectrum in b) is enhanced to match the scale at c).

Fig. 7. Relative abundances of negatively charged aluminum clusters (n = 445–470)
as a function of the trapping voltage U0,h . At a ﬁrst electron bath the trapping voltage
was kept at U0,l = 10 V, but was varied for a second electron bath, which was applied
2−
once (open symbols) and twice (ﬁlled symbols). (a) Abundances of Al1−
n , Aln and all
product ions Alzn (solid and dash-dotted lines) relative to the number of precursor
4−
5−
mono-anions. (b–d) Abundances of Al3−
n , Al
n and Aln , respectively, relative to the

Alzn , (z = − 2, . . . , − 5). The dashed lines
sum of all multiply charged product ions,
are linear ﬁts to the rising edges.

experimental cycles (Fig. 7). The ﬁrst cycle is the very same as
described for Fig. 6c, but with variation of U0,h in the range between
10 and 38 V (open symbols, dashed line in Fig. 7). The second cycle
was the same as the ﬁrst one, except that the U0,h electron bath
was applied twice (ﬁlled symbols, solid line). The third cycle is a
reference cycle without electron bath, as described for Fig. 6a.
Fig. 7a shows the abundance of mono- and di-anions relative
to the number of precursor mono-anions from the reference cycle.
Additionally, the abundance of the sum of all detected anions Alzn
(z = − 1, . . . , − 5) relative to the number of precursor mono-anions
is indicated (solid and dashed line). An overall decrease in the total
ion number is observed, which is independent of the number of
applied electron baths. The decrease is steep up to U0,h = 18 V, and
than ﬂattens. For the ﬁrst data point (U0,h = 10 V = U0,l ), where no
change of the trapping potential occurs, the abundance of all product ions relative to the number of precursor mono-anions is close
to 1 (Fig. 7a, solid and dashed lines). Apparently, the loss of ions
is due to the ramping of the trapping potential, rather than to the
application of the electron baths.
Most of the ions loss can be understood in terms of the critical
mass-over-charge ratio (Section 2.3): The steep part of the decrease
is due to the decreasing number of mono-anions; it stops, when the
mono-anions fully disappear at U0,h ∼
= 18 V, reaching their trapping
limit. Comparison with Fig. 5 indicates an electron density of about
ne ≈ 1 × 106 cm−3 . Above U0,h = 34 V, a further decrease is observed,
in particular for the cycle with one U0,h electron bath, leading to
almost zero in the abundances of all ions at U0,h = 38 V (inset Fig. 7a).
This again, indicates a trapping limitation, this time for the dianions, and again at an electron densitiy of ne ≈ 1 × 106 cm−3 (see
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Table 1
Precursor Coulomb-barrier height VC,max , experimentally determined minimum trapping voltage U0,min , and calculated ratio UT,min /VC,max (using Eq. (5)) of Alzn , n = 445–470,
for ne = 0 and 1 × 106 cm−3 .
z

z−1

VC,max (z) in eV

U0,min (z − 1) in V

UT,min /VC,max , ne = 0

UT,min /VC,max , ne = 1 × 106 cm−3

-2
-3
-4

-3
-4
-5

1.38(2)
2.23(2)
3.13(3)

6.52(61)
13.60(33)
17.9(2.8)

2.37(5)
3.05(1)
2.85(20)

1.50(5)
2.51(1)
2.47(20)

Fig. 5). Electron densities in the same order of magnitude have
already been observed at ClusterTrap, earlier [21].
The space charge in the trap might be reduced, and thus the critical trapping potential increased, by removal of the electrons after
the ﬁrst electron bath. As mentioned in Section 3, trapped electrons loose energy over time, and at some point do not contribute
to the multi-anion production any longer. If the potential of one
or both endcaps is lowered for about 1 s, the electrons leave the
trap, while the slower cluster ions remain trapped (suspended trapping, [44]). Alternatively, axial dipolar radio-frequency excitation
is suitable to remove only the electrons from the Penning trap [21].
4−
Fig. 7b–d shows the abundances of product ions Al3−
n , Aln and
5−
Aln , respectively,
to the number of all multiply charged
 relative
Alzn , z = − 2, . . . , − 5. Up to U0,h ∼
product ions,
= 14 V, only di(Fig. 7a) and tri-anions are observed, showing about the same
relative ratios after one (open symbols) and two U0,h electron baths
(ﬁlled symbols). Above U0,h ∼
= 14 V, tetra-anions are formed, and in
this range, the repeated application of the U0,h electron bath effects
also the relative abundances, reducing the amount of di- and trianions, and increasing the number of tetra-anions, as compared to
single application. Above U0,h ∼
= 18 V, penta-anions appear, but only
after two applications of the U0,h electron bath.
The multi-anion distributions are dominated by di-anions up
to U0,h = 25 V, and by tetra-anions for higher trapping voltages (see
also Fig. 6). The tri-anion abundance is strikingly low (note the different scales in Fig. 7b–d), even for low U0,h , where no tetra-anions
are formed, yet. In contrast, for some measurements (spectra not
shown) with two U0,h electron baths no penta-anions are observed,
while at the same time, the tri-anion abundance is comparable to
the tetra-anion abundance. There is as yet no explanation for this
observation.
The considerable ion loss (i.e. from 70 down to 10% for the dianions, Fig. 7a) is affecting the total multi-anion yield. While the
penta-anion yield relative to all multi-anions is about 7% in the
range U0,h = 30 to 34 V (Fig. 7d), the total multi-anion yield is only
10% relative to the initial mono-anion number (Fig. 7a). This results
in a total penta-anion yield of 0.7% with respect to the initial monoanion number. At about 300 mono-anions per experimental cycle,
this results in only 2 penta-anions detected per cycle. Centering of
the ions before ramping, and a slower ramping rate might reduce
the ion loss in future experiments.
Minimum trapping voltages U0,min have been determined from
linear ﬁts (dashed lines in Fig. 7b–d), and are given in Table 1.
They increase with the charge state, again reﬂecting the increasing
height of the Coulomb barrier (Fig. 1, Table 1). For calculation of the
respective ratios UT,min /VC,max , the space–charge effect of the electron cloud at the corresponding trapping potential well depth UT,min
should be taken into account (Eq. (5)). For the data presented here,
the electron density is estimated from the shift of the critical trapping voltage U0,crit (Fig. 5), to be ne ≈ 1 × 106 cm−3 . Its consideration
for the calculation of UT results in ratios UT,min /VC,max as presented
in Table 1. But, as no electron densities were known for the data in
Fig. 2 (ﬁlled symbols), those potential well depths UT were calculated according to Eq. (2). For comparison, the ratios for ne = 0 from
Table 1 have been added to the data points in Fig. 2 (open symbols).
While the ratio for the production of tri-anions and pentaanions is in agreement with the expected value of 2.52(2) V/eV

(Section 2.2), the ratio of the tetra-anions is somewhat higher.
However, it is still within the scattering of the previous data. This
scattering is probably due to variations of the electron bath parameters in the different measurements, in particular the poorly known
electron density.
5. Conclusion
The production of multi-anionic metal clusters in a Penning trap
by the electron-bath method has been investigated with respect to
the trapping voltage U0 . Analysis of previous measurements suggest that at ClusterTrap a minimum trapping voltage of at least ﬁve
times the height of the Coulomb barrier potential of an anionic cluster is required for the attachment of a further electron. In the case
of aluminum clusters the minimum trapping potential, required
for production of Al5−
n , is similar to the upper limit of the trapping
potential for the cluster sizes required for production of pentaanions.
This conﬂict has been solved by increasing the trapping potential between two electron baths while the cluster ions have been
kept stored. Thus, penta-anionic clusters Al5−
have been pro445−470
duced, and minimum trapping voltages U0,min for the production of
tri-, tetra- and penta-anions have been determined. The respective
ratios UT,min /VC,max follow the trend of previous measurements.
Besides supporting the production of multi-anionic species,
increasing of the trapping voltage might be a useful technique for
selection of high charge states. The critical trapping potential is
inversely proportional to the mass-over-charge ratio. Thus lower
charge states of a given cluster size can be removed from the trap
by raising the trapping potential.
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Appendix A.
The potential maximum VC,max of the Coulomb barrier is calculated from its relative position rC,max /R, by use of Eq. (1). While
for z = − 1, the relative maximum position
ana√ can be calculated
√
lytically, resulting in the golden ratio ( 5 + 1)/2 = 1 + ( 5 − 1)/2
[14], for higher charge states, z = − 2, − 3, . . ., numerical calculations
are required.
For an estimation of VC,max , the numerically calculated maximum position (Fig. 8a, open squares) has been ﬁtted as a function
of the charge state z by
√
rC,max
5−1
(7)
(z) = 1 +
· |z|˛ ,
R
2
(solid line). The only free ﬁt parameter ˛ has been determined
from the range z = − 1, . . . , − 9, yielding the value ˛ = − 0.5378(8).
In Fig. 8b the relative deviation of the ﬁt function (Eq. (7)) from the
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Fig. 8. (a) Relative position rC,max /R of the Coulomb potential maximum VC,max as
calculated numerically from Eq. (1) (open squares), and ﬁtted with Eq. (7) (solid
line) for z = − 1, . . . , − 9. (b) Relative deviation of the ﬁtted function for rC,max /R and
(c) for VC,max . (b) and (c): ﬁlled symbols for ﬁtted data, open symbols for extrapolated
data.

numerically determined values for rC,max /R is plotted. The correspondingly approximated values for VC,max (Eqs. (1) and (7)) deviate
from the numerical values by less than 1 × 10−5 even beyond the
ﬁtted range (ﬁlled circles) up to z = − 100 (Fig. 8c, open circles, note
the logarithmic scaling).
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Abstract. The production of poly-anionic metal clusters by simultaneous storage of electrons and cluster
anions in a Penning trap has been extended to the ﬁfth charge state. The minimum cluster size, required
to attach a ﬁfth excess electron, has been experimentally determined for aluminum clusters. A new data
evaluation method is proposed, redeﬁning the appearance size with respect to the delayed electron emission.
It has been applied to the penta-anions as well as to previous data of poly-anionic aluminum clusters. In
addition, new measurements of aluminum di-anions have revealed a lower minimum appearance size than
reported earlier. Comparison of the experimental results with predictions by the conducting-sphere model
for the di-, tri-, tetra- and penta-anions show deviations, that are probably due to thermal excitation of
the cluster anions. The abundance spectra of the poly-anionic aluminum clusters can be reproduced by a
thermionic-electron-emission approach with an eﬀective Coulomb barrier.

1 Introduction
The ability of atomic clusters to carry a certain amount of
excess charges is determined by their size, i.e. the number
of atoms n [1,2]. In particular, an element-speciﬁc minimum cluster size is required to access a certain negative
charge state. The appearance size was determined in theoretical investigations [1, 3–5] and previous experiments, for
[9, 11, 12], Pb2−,3−
[6–11], Ag2−,3−
cluster ions Au2−,3−
n
n
n
2−,3−
2−,3−,4−
[10], Cun
[11] and recently for Aln
[13–15]. In
the case of aluminum cluster anions, a simple approach
based on the conducting-sphere model, taking into account the Coulomb potential and the electron spill-out,
gave fair predictions of the appearance sizes. In the present
work the appearance size of the ﬁfth charge state for aluminum clusters is reported. Furthermore, the appearance
size for aluminum di-anions has been measured again, as
suggested previously [15]. A new evaluation method for
the determination of the experimental appearance sizes is
proposed, and the experimental results are compared to
the model prediction.

Fig. 1. Coulomb potential VC and excess electron binding energies, given by the negative electron aﬃnity −EA.

A cluster with a number of z excess electrons (z > 0) is
formed by attachment of an electron to a precursor cluster
already charged with z − 1 excess electrons. Note, that in
this notation the charge of the cluster is given by q = −ze,
i.e. the charge state is described by −z.
In the conducting-sphere model the electron aﬃnity of the
2 Multi-anion formation and stability
precursor cluster is approximated by [2]
)
(
e2
1
In this section, the formation of multiply negatively charged
, (1)
EA(R,
z
−
1)
=
W
−
(z
−
1)
+
metal clusters by sequential attachment of electrons is de2 4πε0 R
scribed. Likewise, the stability of the poly-anionic clusters
with respect to the reverse process, the electron detach- with the (bulk) work function W (for aluminum W =4.28 eV
ment, is considered. In particular, the electron aﬃnity and [17]). The cluster radius R = Ra n1/3 is approximated by
the Coulomb ”barrier” potential of the precursor cluster the atomic radius Ra , such that the volume of the cluster
anion determine the appearance size of a poly-anionic clus- is given by the sum of the volumina of the constituents (for
ter.
aluminum Ra =0.158 nm [16]). If the precursor cluster is
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Table 1. Predicted ”appearance sizes” nEA , nET , and nVC
for Alz−
n , calculated for t = 1 s, the typical time range in the
experiments, and no electron spill-out. See text for details.
z

nEA

nET

nVC

2
3
4
5

33
151
414
880

29
109
248
445

10
23
40
61

suﬃciently large, its electron aﬃnity is positive (EA > 0)
and an additional electron is stably bound to the cluster
anion (Fig. 1). By equating the electron aﬃnity (Eq. (1))
with zero, the corresponding cluster size nEA is obtained
from
(
)
e2
1
1/3
nEA (z) =
z−
.
(2)
4πε0 W Ra
2
However, if the precursor cluster is already negatively charged,Fig. 2. (a) Temporal structure of the experimental cycle in
the next electron to be attached has to overcome the the Penning trap. (b) Mass-spectrum of Aln mono-anions after
Coulomb potential (as a function of the distance r from capture and selection (n = 440 - 470, U0 = 15 V). (c) Mass
the center of the cluster) [18]
spectrum of Aln poly-anions after application of two electron
baths with intermediate increase of the trapping voltage U0
(
)
e2
z−1
R3
from 15 to 30 V. See text for details.
VC (R, z − 1, r) =
− 2 2
, (3)
4πε0
r
2r (r − R2 )
(Fig. 1). In turn, the Coulomb potential prevents the excess electron - once attached - from immediate escape,
even if the electron aﬃnity is slightly negative (EA . 0),
as in the case of clusters with n . nEA . In the classical
picture, the critical value for the (negative) electron aﬃnity with respect to electron emission is then given by the
height of the Coulomb potential, −EA = VC,max (Fig. 1),
corresponding to a size nVC with
(
)
e2
1 z−1
1
1/3
nVC (z) =
z− −
+ 2 2
(4)
.
4πε0 W Ra
2
ρ
2ρ (ρ − 1)

τET can be calculated numerically as a function of the
cluster size. The appearance size nET (z) is then determined as the smallest cluster size, for which the lifetime
is equal to or larger than τET .

3 Experimental setup

Penta-anionic aluminum clusters have been produced at
the ClusterTrap setup [20, 21], by a modiﬁed electron-bath
technique. A detailed description of this method has been
published, recently [19]. In short, mono-anionic clusters
where the relative position ρ = rC,max /R of the Coulomb- are produced by a laser-vaporization source [22], accumupotential maximum VC,max depends only on the charge lated in a linear radio-frequency quadrupole ion trap and
state of the (precursor) cluster [19]. However, as the Coulomb then transferred into a Penning trap. There, the monopotential represents a barrier of ﬁnite width, for anions anionic clusters are stored together with secondary elecwith (negative) electron aﬃnities in the range 0 < −EA < trons, produced by electron-impact ionization of argon gas
VC,max , the electron will eventually leave the cluster by in the Penning trap. Additionally, the argon gas causes
tunneling through the barrier (Fig. 1). The respective life- thermalization of the clusters to room temperature. The
time for electron tunneling of those metastable poly-anionic poly-anionic reaction products are analyzed by ejection
clusters can be calculated by means of the Wentzel-Kramers- from the trap and time-of-ﬂight (ToF) mass spectrometry.
Brillouin (WKB) approximation [11, 14,15].
The electron-tunneling lifetime τET (n, z) of a poly- In Figure 2a the experimental sequence in the Penning
anionic cluster depends on its size and charge state. As trap is indicated. After capture of the mono-anions, seleca consequence, the deﬁnition of an appearance size nET , tion of a cluster size range is realized by removal of unwhich takes into account the electron tunneling, has to be wanted ions, using the SWIFT-method with dipolar ionspeciﬁed by a corresponding lifetime τET . Because both cyclotron-resonance excitation [23, 24] (Fig. 2b). Applicaabove-mentioned sizes, nEA and nVC , correspond to the tion of two electron baths, with an intermediate increase
limits zero and inﬁnity of the tunneling lifetime, respec- of the trapping voltage U0 from 15 V to 30 V, leads to the
tively, the relation nVC ≤ nET ≤ nEA holds for all τET [7, formation of di- , tri-, tetra-, and penta-anions (Fig. 2c).
13–15] (Tab. 1). In contrast to nEA and nVC , an explicit The observation time t for penta-anions is given by the
formula for nET can not be given. However, the lifetime reaction time in the second electron bath (Fig. 2a).
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Fig. 3. Abundance of aluminum cluster di-(a), tri-(b), tetra-(c)
and penta-anions (d), relative to the sum of all poly-anions, as
a function of the cluster size, after application of two electron
baths at U0 = 15 V and 30 V, respectively. Diﬀerent symbols
(circles, squares and triangles) indicate diﬀerent independent
measurements. Data are from measurements with (open symbols) and without (ﬁlled symbols) removal of di- and trianions
before application of the second electron bath.

The intermediate increase of the trapping potential is necessary due to two opposing eﬀects [19]: On the one hand,
high-mass mono-anions delivered from the cluster source
require a low trapping voltage U0 to be trapped, according to an upper limit of the mass-over-charge ratio of ions
that can be trapped at a given U0 [25]. On the other hand,
a minimum U0 is required to trap electrons with suﬃcient
energy to overcome the Coulomb potential of poly-anionic
clusters for further electron attachment [19,26].

4 Experimental Results
4.1 Penta-anionic aluminum clusters
For the investigation of penta-anionic aluminum clusters
mono-anions in the size range n = 375 to 490 have been
studied. Due to the low count rates, cluster ranges covering 10 sizes, rather than a single cluster size, were selected
corresponding to a relative size range of about ±1.3%. The
selected cluster mono-anions were exposed to two electron
baths, as described in Sec.3.
In Figure 3 the abundances of di-anions (a), tri-anions
(b), tetra-anions (c) and penta-anions (d) relative to the
sum of all detected poly-anions are shown as function of
the cluster size n. In the size range monitored, aluminum
cluster di-, tri- and tetra-anions are produced.
In one set of measurements, all poly-anions formed in the
ﬁrst electron bath were exposed to the second electron
bath (ﬁlled symbols). Di- and trianions show a constant
abundance of about 30% and 10%, respectively (ﬁlled symbols in Fig. 3a and b). Up to n = 420, tetra-anions show
a constant relative abundance of 60%, before dropping to

3

Fig. 4. (colored online) Abundance of penta-anionic aluminum
clusters, relative to the sum of tetra- and penta-anions as a
function of the cluster size. Data are from measurements with
(open symbols) and without (ﬁlled symbols) removal of diand trianions before application of the second electron bath.
Expected abundances due to Eq. (5), without (dash-dotted
line) and with inclusion of the electronic spill-out are indicated
(δ = 0.7 Å, dashed line). The solid line and the gray-shaded
area mark the region of abundance for a modiﬁed RichardsonDushman law (T = 300 K for α = 0.347(3)). Details are given
in Sect. 6.

15% with increasing cluster size (ﬁlled symbols in Fig. 3c).
This decrease is accompanied by the appearance of pentaanions, which increase from 0 to about 50 % at around
n ≈ 490 (ﬁlled symbols in Fig. 3d).
In another set of measurements, the tetra-anions were selected, i.e. di- and trianions were removed from the trap,
before the application of the second electron bath. These
data of tetra- and penta-anions (open symbols in Fig. 3 c
and d) show qualitatively the same behavior as the ﬁrst
set of measurements.
For comparison of both sets of measurements, the abundance of penta-anions relative to the sum of tetra- and
penta-anions is plotted in Fig. 4 (open and ﬁlled symbols).
Both data sets overlap, conﬁrming that the penta-anion
production is governed by the tetra-anion abundance in
the two cases. The smallest aluminum cluster penta-anion,
Al5−
n , for which a signal peak was distinguished from noise
in the ToF-spectra is nmin = 390 ± 5.
4.2 Di-anionic aluminum clusters revisited
The appearance size of di-anionic aluminum clusters Al2−
n
for an electron-tunneling lifetime of τET = 1 s is expected
at nET = 29. The smallest size observed in previous experiments, nmin = 34 [13], was above the predicted value,
although it was later suggested to be smaller [15]. Figure 5 shows the relative abundance of aluminum cluster
di-anions of recent sets of measurements (marked by different symbols). The di-anion yield increases with cluster
size up to 60% in the size range from n = 26 to 34. The

4
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Fig. 5. (colored online) Abundance of di-anionic aluminum
clusters, relative to the sum of mono- and di-anions as a function of the cluster size. Data are from diﬀerent measurements
(circles, squares, triangles and diamonds). Expected abundances due to Eq. (5), without (dash-dotted line) and with
inclusion of the electronic spill-out (δ = 0.1 Å, dashed line) are
indicated. The solid line and the gray-shaded area mark the
region of abundance for a modiﬁed Richardson-Dushman law
for T = 300 K, α = 0.515(10). Details are given in Sect. 6.

smallest aluminum cluster di-anion, Al2−
n , for which a signal peak was distinguished from noise in the ToF-spectra
is nmin = 26.

5 Data evaluation
Previously, the calculated appearance sizes nET for tunneling lifetimes τET = 1 s of aluminum cluster di-, triand tetra-anions were directly compared to the respective smallest cluster anions observed in experiment [13–
15]. This method was based on the assumption that any
metastable cluster species detected after an observation
time of t = 1 s has a lifetime τET ≥ t. The smallest sizes
4−
observed for Al3−
n and Aln were smaller than the calculated nET [14, 15]. To match the model predictions with
the experimental ﬁndings, an electron spill-out [27] was included in the calculations. It accounts for an exponential
decrease of the valence electron density beyond the cluster radius, yielding an increased eﬀective cluster radius
Ref f = Ra n1/3 + δ, and a decreasing predicted appearance size nET [14,15].
In the following, a diﬀerent approach is used for the comparison between calculation and experiment. From the
lifetime τ (n, z) of a poly-anionic cluster species, its (relative) abundance A(t) expected at the observation time t
after production can be approximated by the decay law
A(t, n, z) = A0 e−t/τ (n,z) ,

(5)

with the initial abundance A0 = A(t = 0). In particular,
anions with lifetimes that are smaller than the observa-

tion time, τ < t, may still be observed, although with
decreased abundance.
In the experiments, the observation time was ﬁxed at
t = 1 s. With this ﬁxed t, the ion abundance depends on
the cluster size n via the size-dependent lifetimes τ (n, z)
as given in Eq. 5.
The multi-anion abundance A(n) is measured as a function of the cluster size n. Following Eq. (5), the observed
appearance size nexp is determined by its abundance being A(nexp ) = A0 /e, satisfying the condition τ (nexp ) = t.
The initial multi-anion abundance A0 depends on experimental conditions (e.g. multi-anion production parameters like the electron density and the reaction time in an
electron bath). In the following it is approximated by extrapolating the abundance of larger clusters, whose lifetimes τ (n) exceed the observation time t, i.e. τ (n, z) ≫ t
in Eq. (5) and thus A(n) → A0 .

6 Discussion
6.1 Penta-anion abundance
The observed relative penta-anion abundance (Fig. 4) shows
a slower rise than the abundance calculated with Eq. (5)
for t = 1 s (normalized to the experimental A0 -value,
dash-dotted line). In particular, the smaller clusters (n 6
440) appear in higher abundance than expected from the
model, indicating higher lifetimes, which correspond to
lower-lying energy levels.
As discussed in Sect. 5, inclusion of the electron spill-out
will increase the expected tunneling lifetimes τET and thus
shift the calculated abundance curve towards smaller clusters. While the spill-out factor was reported to be almost
independent of the cluster radius, with a value of about
δ = 0.7...0.8 Å for aluminum [27,28], polarizability measurements indicate that δ is close to zero for a range of
smaller aluminum clusters (19 < n < 38) [28]. For the
larger penta-anionic clusters considered here, δ = 0.7 Å
has been assumed, which provides an adequate shift of
the calculated abundances (dashed line in Fig. 4).
As for the shallower slope of the observed abundances,
two possible explanations can be considered:
(i) The abundance curves are calculated under the assumption that A0 is equal for all investigated cluster sizes,
i.e. the probability for electron attachment in the electron
bath is equal for all n. This assumption may not be valid.
Assuming geometrical cross sections of spherical clusters,
larger cluster should rather show an enhanced abundance
than a depleted one. An experimental conﬁrmation would
require to determine A0 for each n at several shorter observation times. For the time being it is assumed that A0
is constant with respect to the cluster size.
(ii) The conducting-sphere model does not include any effect due to the ﬁnite cluster temperature, which might
cause reduced lifetimes, and thus reduced abundances.
Therefore, thermionic emission of electrons is considered
for data analysis, as discussed in the following section.
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Fig. 6. (colored online) Potential as assumed for thermionic
emission. See text for details.

6.2 Thermionic emission
For the present approximation, lifetimes of cluster anions
with respect to thermionic electron emission are calculated
by the current density of emitted electrons as described by
the Richardson-Dushman equation for bulk matter [29].
The corresponding emission rate for a spherical cluster,
[
]
1
2πme (kB T )2
Φ
2 2/3
=
·
4πR
n
·
exp
−
, (6)
a
τRD
h3
kB T
is given by means of a respective lifetime τRD , with kB being the Boltzmann constant. The clusters are assumed to
have an energy distribution given by room temperature,
T = 300 K, according to the experimental conditions.
If the potential height is chosen as Φ = VC,max + EA
(Fig. 6, dotted lines, α = 1), including the spill-out correction, the calculated rate for electron emission is by orders of magnitude too low to describe the observed abundances (Fig. 7, red short-dashed line). This ansatz leads
in the T = 0K - limit to the appearance size nVC , as described in Sect. 2, including the spill-out. However, the
data are well described (red solid line and shaded area in
Fig. 4), if the potential is reduced to an eﬀective height
Φ = α(VC,max + EA) (Fig. 6, dashed line), with a barrier
scaling factor α = 0.347(3), that is independent of the
cluster size n.
The description of the experimental data by introducing
an eﬀective potential height in the Richardson-Dushman
formula (Eq. 6) compensates the neglect of electron tunneling through the Coulomb potential. The energy level
Eα = α(VC,max + EA) − EA, which corresponds to the effective potential height (Fig. 6b), is not to be interpreted
as a real electronic state, but as a qualitative measure of
the thermal excitation of the cluster. The corresponding
electron-tunneling lifetimes τET (Eα ) for the actual barrier
at that energy (Fig. 7, blue dotted line) are by orders of
magnitude below the observed lifetimes (red solid line).
The ratio of both, Pα = τET (Eα )/τRD (α), may be interpreted as a mean probability for an electron to statistically
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Fig. 7. (colored online) Calculated lifetimes of Al5−
n for: electron tunneling through the Coulomb barrier (blue lines) for
the electronic state −EA with δ = 0.7 Å (dashed line) and
with δ = 0 (dash-dotted line), and for the virtual state Eα
(α = 0.347, dotted line); and for thermionic emission (Eq. 6,
red lines) at T = 300 K with α = 1 (short-dashed line) and
α = 0.347 (solid line, corresponding roughly to the observed
lifetimes). See text for details.

access a (virtual) state at Eα due to the temperature T .
However, no explicit expression for Pα , nor a detailed discussion can be given here, as this would exceed the scope
of this report.
6.3 Di-anion abundance
A situation similar to that of the penta-anions is found
for the relative abundances of the di-anions. However, for
a shift of the calculated abundance curve (δ = 0, blue
dash-dotted line in Fig. 5) towards smaller cluster sizes, a
spill-out factor of only δ = 0.1 Å is required (blue dashed
line), in agreement with earlier reports [28] (Sect. 6.1).
Again, thermal excitation of the room-temperature clusters is assumed to reconstruct the di-anion abundance
curve. Application of the Richardson-Dushman formula
(Eq. 6) with an eﬀective potential height reproduces the
observed abundances (for α = 0.515(10), red solid line and
gray-shaded area in Fig. 5).
6.4 Comparison to model predictions
The new evaluation method has been applied to the aluminum penta- and remeasured di-anions, as well as to previous data sets of aluminum tri- and tetra-anions, which
where obtained by the electron bath technique at ClusterTrap, with observation times of t ≈ 1 s, too [14, 15]. In
Table 2 the relevant cluster sizes are listed as a function
of the number of excess electrons z.
As described in Sect. 5, in previous investigations the
smallest observed cluster sizes, nmin , were identiﬁed as
the measured appearance sizes and directly compared to
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Table 2. Predicted appearance size nET for electron spill-out
δ, smallest observed cluster size nmin , appearance size nexp
(of Alz−
n -clusters for t = 1 s), and barrier scaling factor α
(Sect. 6.2).
z

δ/Å

nET

nmin

nexp

α

2
3
4
5

0.1
0.2
0.5
0.7

27
101
212
372

26
103
215
390(±5)

30
113
250
450(±5)

0.515(10)
0.560(10)
0.366(2)
0.347(3)

the sizes nET , predicted for electron-tunneling with a lifetime of τET = 1 s, including the spill-out δ [13–15]. In fact,
the smallest cluster sizes observed, nmin , are numerically
close to the respective sizes nET (Tab. 2). However, they
do not match the condition A = A0 /e for an abundance
that indicates a lifetime of 1 s (Sect. 5). Furthermore,
the predictions refer to cold clusters (T = 0 K), whereas
the experimental data are collected for room-temperature
clusters, which meet the A0 /e-condition at sizes nexp , that
are 10 to 20% above the predicted nET (Tab. 2). This deviation is considered to be due to the thermal excitation
of the cluster anions, as indicated by the description of the
cluster abundance curves by means of thermionic emission
with a barrier scaling factor α (Tab. 2), which is in good
agreement with the experimental data (Figs. 4 and 5).

ter temperatures would be helpful to get further experimental information on the stability of poly-anionic clusters with respect to electron emission. Likewise, it would
be desirable to replace the simpliﬁed present approach of
thermionic electron emission from a classical potential well
of a reduced Coulomb barrier by a convolution that combines thermal excitation and tunneling through the barrier.
The project was supported by a Collaborative Research Center of the DFG (SFB 652-TP A03). F. Martinez and S. Bandelow acknowledge postgraduate stipends from the state of
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern (Landesgraduiertenförderung) in the
framework of the International Max Planck Research School on
Bounded Plasmas.
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